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Abstract 

The Environmental and Social History of the O'DomeU Roast Yard 
and Townsite near Sudbury Ontario 

M. S heena Syrnington Sager 

This thesis examines the historicd and social aspects of the townsite of 

OyDonnell which supplied the worldorce for the Canadian Copper Company's giant 

open roast yard nearby. It considers the irnpact of the roast yard on the human and 

environmentai health of the surmunding area durhg the 14 years it opera& 19 16-30. 

In order to better assess the magnitude of the environmental impact of the roast yard 

during its operation the thesis also assesses the extent of environmental pollution, 68 
years after its closure. The soi1 concenirations of metals are still phytotoxic and indicate 

that environmentai contamination at the tirne of OYDome~'s operation must have been 

extreme, with workers and residents exposed to high atmosphenc levels of sulphur and 

toxic heavy metals. Despite these extrerne conditions, former O'Domell residents 

enjoyed their life and had strong social bonds which were more important than the 

adverse environmental conditions. The Canadian Copper Company was aware of the 

negative environmental consequences of the roasting process, yet it wasn't until 

O'DomeU became uneconomic that it was closed. 
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1.0 Introduction: 
1.1. General purpose and rationale 

Research into the environmentd history of a region allows one to look at the 

changing relationships people have with their environment, as well as how the environment 

itself has changd Humans are a part of their environment, and our perceptions of that 

environment are themselves to a large extent an extension of our ideas and amtudes about 

omselves, the world and our place wiîhin it Particularly in the past, people lived in 

contaminated environments often unaware of the extent of contamination and with attitudes 

quite different to those of the late 20th century. It is worthwhile to examine our p s t  in 

order to betta understand why certain decisions were made and in tum document and learn 
fiom the resulhng impact of these decisions upon the surmunding environment and people. 

It is useful to combine cultural and ecological investigations when trying to understand ou. 

relationship with nature in order to better detennine the extent of the physical impact our 

actions have on the surmunding environment 

The mining industry has had a particularly dramatic and long lasting impact on its 

surrounding environment, and leaves a marked, ofien persistent ecological foot print The 

length and severity of environmental impacts are important considerations when assessing 

damage to ecosystems, and subsequently, their ability to recover once the environmental 
stress is alleviated. Mining in the Sudbury region has dramatically aBected its social, 

economic, and environmental status for more than one hundred years. Over this rime 

periud, mining has changed in its industrial attitudes, values and reactions to environmental 

questions. In the words of D.A. Smith, 1987, 

Mining cannot claim environmentai sainthood for its actions 
over the past two centuries, but neither should it be smeared 
as a covetous, black-hearted, greedy sinner. The story is not 
that simple. We can Iearn much about ourselves h m  what 
took place in foxmer years. Those actions shouId not be 
judged by standards other than those c m n t  at the t h e ;  it is 
not fair or historically accurate to evaluate 1820 or 1882 or 
19 14 solely by today's aspirations and values. 

The O'DomeU roast bed was the largest operation to roast ore in the Sudbury 

region. The sulphur smoke emitted during this first step in nickel-copper smeiting killed dl 
vegetation for miles and exposed workers and nearby residents to a "cholong" breathing 
environment. The O'DOM~U roast yard closed in 1929 and its associated townsite was 
also abandoned shorîly aftemards. Aspects of the residual environmental impact afier this 

closure began to be recorded in 1977 by Hogan er al. However, little has k e n  recorded 

about the Company town of O'Donnel that housed the workers of the roast bed, nor the 

ongoing environmental consequences to the area following the abandonment of the roast 



yard and the closure of the O'Domefl townsite. This Iack of information became a reason 

for the development of this thesis. 

This thesis represents a dual approach using both socialhktoncal and scient& 

methods of investigation. The O'Domeu roast bed (15 lm west of Sudbury) operated 

from 19 16 to 1929 with its associated townsite located 1.6 !an directly downwind. 

Estorical records, such as archives and oral histones, have been combined with a physical 

investigation of environmental changes of the area smunding the O 7 D o m e ~  roast yard 

since its closure in 1929, in an attempt to document the social, cultural and environmental 

impact of this historical roasting site. 

In this thesis 1 shall use a variety of approaches to document the events leading up 
to the establishment of O'DonneU, the conditions under which it operated and k a l l y  the 

extent of the residual toxicity as well as the extent of recovery of the area surroundhg the 

roasting site at the time of this thesis, i.e., 68 years afier its closure. 
The objectives of the thesis include my intent: 

1. To document the reasons (driven by the nickel indusny) for the establishment of this 

isolated roast yard (O'Donnell) in 19 1 6. 
2. To document living conditions (environmental and cultural impacts) during the time of 

the O'Donnell roast bed' s operation. 

3. To document the ecosystem recovery and to detennine if environmental toxicity exists 

at the O 7 D o m e ~  site, and in the surrounding area, 68 years after it's closure. (Residual 
effects on the environment and its recovery) 

This thesis has k e n  set up in the form of five chapters. This first in~oductory 

chapter describes the approach and methodology taken in writing the thesis. Following 

this, 1 describe the development of mùllng cornpanies in the Sudbury region which reflects 

the monopoly INCO had on the nickel industry not only in Sudbury, but in al1 of Canada. 

I then address the importance of nickel production during World War 1, which had a direct 

impact at the local level at 07Domell through both social and environmental consequences. 

Finally in this chapter the general roasting process is described, necessary to understand the 

potential exposure of workers, townspeople, and the environment to pollutants. 
The second chapter documents the circurns*inces that led to the establishment of 

and the particular location of the O'DonneIl roast yard in 19 16. Also within this second 

chapter, other histcrical roasting sites in the Sudbury area are identifieci, in addition to a 
brief description of the environmental impact of these roasting processes. Amtudes 

towards the roasting process in general, from the local, provincial and federal level are 
presented, dong with a brief account of the mining companies' response to these attitudes. 



Chapter three focuses on the roasting v s s  specifically at the OYDonnell roast 

bed. In addition to describing the site itself, chapter rhree portrays the living conditions at 

the time of 07Donnell's operation, with respect to both human and environmental health, 
drawing primarily upon oral interviews with former O'Do~ell  residents. To detennine 

who the workers were and where they came h, employee cards from the INCO archives 

were used to give a snap shot of the O ' D O M ~  woMorce during its operation. Also 

reflected in this chapter are the stmng bonds established within the 07Domell community, 

despite harsh working and living conditions. 

Chapter four describes the present day ecological assessment of the historical 

O'Do~el l  r o a s ~ g  site. This type of assessrnent cm be used to both reconsmct historicai 

levels of pollution at the time of O'Donnell's operation, as well as predict what types of 

vegetation may be able to tolerate low pH and high heavy metal content in order to re- 

vegetate such heavily contaminated areas. 

Finally, chapter five is the concludïng chapter which focuses on the motives and 

pressures placed upon decision makers at the time of O'DonneU's operation. Steps that c m  

lead to a change in behaviour include varying levels of awareness, information, 

knowledge, and attitude. An awareness is usually achieved by asking a new question. 

This question often leads to an investigation and the subsequent gathering of i n f o d o n .  

However, at this stage, you can have bits of information, but without the knowledge of 

interacting processes, it may not lead to a change in atîitude. Once there is a strong 

working knowledge of previously unknown consequences, this can lead to a change in 

attitude which in turn can lead to a change in behaviour. Ecological awareness, information 

and knowledge, can be used to inform decision making processes in parcicular with respect 

to polluting industries. Decisions that have economic, hurnan and environmental health 

consequences often depend on the awareness, quantity of information, the level of 

knowledge, and prevailing amtude. However, the "value" placed on each consequence 

often overrides the awareness, knowledge mode1 as is shown in the concIuding chapter 
five. 

1.2. Methods/Sources 
Historical documents fkom the Ontario Bureau of Mines Reports, and the Royal 

Commission on Nickel, provincial archives, INCO archives, newspaper articles, local 

histories and personal interviews have provided the information regarding the foundation of 

minhg and smelting in the Sudbury region. These sources have k e n  used to document the 

environmental and cultural conditions under which the OyDomeLi roast bed operated. 

Present day environmental conditions at the site, coupled with this historical information 



provide a p i c m  of the historical, environmental, and cultural impact of O'Domell during 
its years of operation (19 16- 1929). 

INCO Archives: 

All INCO employee car& are fled according to the date the employees left 
employment. M~rmation from boxes of cards containing the years 1914 to 193 1, which 

covered the t h e  of 0'Dome~'s operation was recorded. Any employee contiming to 

work for INCO beycmd 1931 (after the closure of O'DonneIl) were not included in these 

employee cards. AU INCO employees were filed together, independent of location of 
employment There were a total of 75 boxes. Every fifth box (total of 17 boxes) was 

sampled and information h m  O'Donnell employees only, was collectai for a total sample 
number of 506 workers. Therefore the numbers presented should be approximateiy a one 

iXth representation of the actuai total. Monnation about other employees workùig at 

O'DonneU during its operation was obtained through housing records for O'Donnell. 
indicacing where each O'DomeU resident lived and for how long. These car& were filled 
out by the employer, rather than the employee and therefore the information included would 
reflect the attitudes of the time keeper who entered the information. The information on 

these cards in no way reflects a wmplete p i m e  of the O ' D o ~ e u  work force, but it does 
provide limited detail about who worked at O'DonneU, where they came fiom, how long 
they stayed and why their employer felt they left Each card consisted of the employee's 

name, the dates of employment, their date of birth, their nationality, next of kin 
information, their rate of pay, record of previous empIoyment, and the reason for leaMng 
employment with INCO. For an exarnple of these cards, please see appendix A. A t o m  

map for O'Donnell, conraining deconrmissioning details was also obtained at the INCO 
archives. 

Provincial archives: 

At the ]Provincial archives in Toronto 1 located details of court cases launched 

against both the CCC and their successors the International Nickel Company (INCO). 
These claims were for sulphur damage to crops by famiers in the Sudbury region. A 

Sulphur fumes arbitrator was appointed in 1921 and his reports provided detailed 

informarion about the sulphur claims and subsequent awards during the time of 

O'Donneli9 s operation. The Sulphur fumes arbitrator reports were a valuable source of 

information regarding the response of the local residents to the noxious sulphur fumes 

produced by the ore roasting and smelting operations, and how these cornplaints were then 
addressed by b t h  the company and govenunent at that t h e .  



Oral Interviews: 
Tom Davies (now sadly deceased), the former Region MunicipaIity Chair, played a 

critical role in my research of the O 'Dome~ roast bed, by locating people for me to 

interview, providing me with pictures and taking t h e  h m  his busy schedule to show me 
the old r o a ~ ~ g  site. The oldest former O'Donnell  sid dent, Eva Macdonald (nee Lalonde) 

was located with the help of Tom Davies (Plate 1). Bob Bryson was interviewed in 1979 

for an article in the INCO triangle magazine and 1 sirnply found him in the ~udbury phone 

book. The other fonner O'DomeU residents were subsequently found through these two 

former residents. 

Detailed oral interviews were done with a total of Seven former O'Donnell 

residents. Interviewhg techniques described by Yow, 1994 were used to conduct in-depth 

interviews with Eva Macdonald (nee Lalonde) born 1902, Bob Bryson boni 1914, Maude 

O 'Malley (nee Denomee), born 19 13 , Loretta McPhail (nee Hamilton), bom 19 12, 

Lawrence Lalonde born 19 13, a fonner O 'Donnell resident who wishes to remain 

anonymous, born 19 13, Evelyn Fox (nee Germa), born 19 13, and Carnile Lafrombois 

born 19 17. InteMews have been most m u e n t  with Eva Macdonald, Bob Bryson and 

Maude 07Maliey, composing more than 15 hours of taping. In Septembcr 1997,I 

arranged a meeàng of five of these former O7Donne~ residents which was hosted by 

Maude O'Malley, on Ocr 7th, 1997. This aftemoon consisted of a very lively interaction, 

as some of these childhood fiiends had not seen each other in 25 years (Plate 2). 

The son of a former O'DonneU resident, Bill Mckinnen was located with the help of 

Jim Fortin, curator of the Andersen Farm museum of LiveIy, ON. Bill's grandparents, his 

mother, and some of his aunts a l l  lived at O'Domeu. Bi11 is a retired geography teacher 

who took his classes out to the old town site of O7Donne~. It was Bill who kindly showed 

me the location of the townsite of O'Domell. The old town site was dismantled in 1930, to 

a few remnant house foundations and is now well vegetated and is therefore very diffïcult 

to find, unless you know exactly where to look. There is no sign of it from the road 

leading into the roast yard. Jim Fomn, has also been a great source of information with 

regards to the O'Domeu roast bed and town site. 

Interviews have been conducted with Dr. Tom Peters, a former INCO empbyee 

who is presently an agricultural consultant for the mining industry. Dr. Peters was in 

charge of the agricultural section for INCO for 2û years in the 1960's - 1980's and his 
knowledge of this sector of INCO and its history is extensive. 

InteMews with Sudbury Regional Municipality Chahman Tom Davies were very 

informative. Mr. Davies was a former Mayor of Creighton which was the small mining 



Plate 1. Eva Macdonald (nee Lalonde) and Sheena Symington Saga, 1995. Eva 
Macdonald is a fornier O'DsnneU resident, born 1902. 

Plate 2. Left to right: Loretta McPhail (nee Hamilton), Evelyn Fox (me Gemia), 
Bob Bryson, Maude O'Malley (nee Denomee), and Lawrence Lalonde are 
all former O'Donneil residents. Meeting at Maude O'MaIley's house, Oct. 
1997. 





community closest to OYDonnell. Other forma ûeighton residents that were intewiewed 
include Mr. Tomassini (located through my cousin Doris Clirrie, Tom Shannon and Jim 

Nichoh (both located h u g h  Tom Davies). 
Three open interviews have also been conducted with Carnian Fielding Sr.(19 13), 

also of the Sudbury area, again, located through Tom Davies. Carnile Lafrombois who 
was innoduced to me by Carman Fielding Sr., lived at O'DonneU when his father had the 

contract for c o u e c ~ g  wood to fuel the masting pmess and was &O inte~ewed.  

These oral histories are inevitably subjective. As stated by Yow, 1994: 
Its subjectivity is at once inescapable and crucial to an 
understanding of the meanings we give ou.  past and present. 
This is the great task of qualitative research and @cally 
oral history intewiews: to reveal the meanhg of fived 
experience. The in-depth interview offers the benefit of 
seeing in its full complexity the world of another. 

These oral histones of former O'DonneU residents are us& to give the reada an 
idea of the mernones former O'Donnell residents have of life as a child in the early part of 
this centuxy at the O'DomeU roast bed. An oral histarian Alessandro Portefi, as cited by 

Yow 1994 "reminded us that "untrue" statements are psychologically "me" and that enors 

in fact may be more revealing than factually accurate accounts". This is particularly 
relevant when investigathg O'DomeU workers and residents perceptions towards and 

relationship with nanual environment surrounding them during the roast bed operation. 

Residual EnWonmenral Impact: 

The scientific methods used to assess the present environmental impact of the 1916- 

1929 roast yard operations are given separately in chapter the. 

1.3. Discovery of Copper Nickel ore in the Sudbury region 
The activities of the mining industry have determined the economic, social and 

environmental conditions of the Sudbury region (Table 1). Mineral deposits in the area 

were h t  discovered in 1856 by govemment geologist A.P Salter who recorded a magnetic 
disturbance in his compass while traveling throughout Snider Township (Royal Ontario 

Nickel Commission [RONC], 19 17; Wallace and Thomson, 1993). The economic 

consequences of this discovery were not realized at this time, but in 1883 the ma's  copper 

rnining potential was again uncovered by a member of the crew laying track for the 

Canadian Pacinc Railway, when blacksmith Tom Flannagan noticed a mineralization in the 

rocks dongside a cutting (Wallace, 1993; Gunn, 1995). Early prospectors in this area such 

as Thomas Frood, Rinaldo McConnell, F.C. Crean, J.H. Metcalf, W B .  McAlbster and 



Table 1. A chronology of irnporîant events (taking place before 1930) influencing the 
Sudbury region as given by Conroy and Kramer, in Gunn 1995 (modined). 

TIME (years since 1998) 

Formation/accretion of earth 4,600,000,000 
Oldest known rocks of the Canadian S hieId 3,920,000,000 
Origin of life 3,400,000,000 
Formation of Sudbury Basin 1,850,000,000 
Beginning of mountain building period causing deformation of 1,800,000,000 
Sudbury Basin 
End of mountain building period 1,630,000,000 
Evolution of modern humans ~ , ~ , ~  
End of last glaciation and formation of glacial deposits 10,000 
Ojibways, Hurons, and Ottawas settle in the area h m  10,000 
Evidence of first settlement Sheguindah h m  7,000 
First Euopean explorer (Champlain) (1 615) 383 
Chernical and physical properties of nickel recognized 253 
Rich ter produced the first pure nickel (1 806) 192 
Hudson Bay Trading Post established West of Sudbury Basin (1824) 174 
First geological recomaissmce of the north shore of Lake Huron 149 
(Logan) (1849) 
First mapping of minerabation in Sudbury area (1856) 142 
First use of nickel in token money coinage ( with 75%Cu,25%Ni 139 - 
composition) 
Discovery of mineralization at Sudbury during construction of 115 
transcontinental railway (1 883) 
First purchase of mining lands by Murray (1884) 114 
First uses of corrosion resistant nickel steel (1885) 113 
First smelthg of Sudbury ores by open roast heap (1888) 110 
Thomas Edison stops exploring just short of discovering 97 
Falconbridge deposit (1 90 1) 
First geological rnap of Sudbury Basin (1905) 93 
Ontario Royal Commission on Nickel (19 15) 83 
Austentite structure for stainless steel determined by Guillet (1915) 83 
First ore roasted at the O'Donnell Roast yard (1916) 82 
Damages by S ulphur Fumes Arbitration Act proclaimed (1 92 1) 77 
Founding of The International Nickel of Canada Ltd. (ZNCO) (1928) 70 
Formation of Falcon bridge Nickel Mines Ltd (1 928) 70 
Open roast heap practice abandoned at the OYDonnell Roast Yard 68 
(1930) 

(Conroy and Kramer, 1995, modified) 



James Stobie, would locate the copper deposia, unaware of their nickel content, then buy 

the land for a minimal fee (Le., one doilar per acre) and seli it to companies who had the 

resources to develop a mine, because unlike gold and silver, copper could not be mined 
profitably by individuals @CO, 1932; Goltz, 1986). 

1.4. Historical background of those mining cornpanies successful in the 

Sudbury region 
The Canadian Copper Company (CCC) was mong the first, and rnost successfu1, 

of these companies to develop in the Sudbury area (Royal Ontario Nickel Commission 

W N C ] ,  1917). In 1885 Samuel J. Ritchie and his group purchased F d  Mine h m  

Thomas Frood at a price reputed to be $30,000, and formed the Canadian Copper 

Company (INCO, 1932). The CCC was incorpmated in January, 1886 under Ohio state 

laws by Samuel J. Ritchie of Cleveland, Ohio (Bray, 1984). Once the CCC mined the ore, 

it was sent to the Orford Copper Company (OCC) in New Jersey to be refined. The OCC 

contracted to buy 100,000 tons of ore f?om the CCC, and the e s t  shipment of ore was 

received by OCC in aununn of 1886. At this point it was discovered that the method of 

s m e l ~ g  then used produced a pale metal that no copper fabncator wodd accept Detailed 
analysis showed that uiis was a result of the ore's 2.5% nickel content (NO, 1932). At 

this time nickel was worth $1 a pound, which was a large amount at this tirne, so new uses 

for the metal were investigated In France, chrome-steel projectiles; and ferro-nickel and 

nickel-s tee1 were king produced, which Ied to British investigations, the result of which 

was James Riley 's now famous 1889 paper on "Alloys of Nickel and Steel" (INCO, 

1932). As a result of these findings, in 1891 the U.S. Congress decided to purchase nickel 

to be used in making armour plate. The US. Navy Deparmient approached the Mord 

Copper Company to fil1 their order. Subsequently, Colonel R.M. Thornpson of the Orford 

Copper Company discovered the Orford Rocess, which later became the comerstone of the 

nickel industry. This simple process irivolved rnelting normal matte with nitric cake, a by- 

product of niaic acid manufacture which resulted in almost pure nickel senling to the 

bottom with the top pomon "containing copper, iron, some nickel and a large amount of 

sodium" (INCO, 1932). 

As Thompson perfected his refining method, mother smelting method called the 

Mond process was accidentally discovered by Dr. Ludwig Monci "Dr. Mond and Dr. Karl 

Langer were experimentïng with the decomposition of carbon monoxide gas by passing the 

gas through nickel in a heated combustion tube" ( IWO 1939). The escaping gas was led 
into a Bunsen flame and then passed through another heated glass tube to collect the 

deposit. Analysis showed that this deposit that, at first thought to be arsenic, was in fact 



nickel. 'Rom a purely scientific point of view, this was an imponant discovery; for at that 
time no one conceived the possibility of v o l a ~ g  a heavy metal at practically ordinary 
temperature and of Iater r e c o v e ~ g  it in solid form without having nrst reduced the metal to 
a molten state" (XNCO, 1932). This process was simple but difficulties were encountered 

with the handling of "so dangerous a gas" (the carbon monoxide), so the Mond company 
sent ore to Clydach, Wales for refining. 

The growth and development of INCO included the following: 
In April 1902, a nmber of companies h m  United States, 
Canada, and Great Britain, who were vitally interested in the 
production of nickel, merged to fom the International Nickel 
Company (TNCO), with headquarters in New York City. 
Established as a holding company, INCO united the CCC, 
the M o r d  Copper Company, and the AngIo-American Iron 
Ore Company with a number of other companies, among 
which were Americaa Nickel Works, Nickel Corporation 
Ltd., Vermilion Mining Company of Ontario and Societe 
Miniese Cakionieme. The CCC operated as a subsidiary of 
INCO until 1919, and Copper Cliff, which was the 
Canadian headquarters of the holding company, c o n ~ u e d  to 
be the centre h m  which a l l  CCC operations in the Sudbury 
ârea were directed (Goltz, 1989). 

In 1918, the International Nickel Company of Canada 
Limited, consolidated the Canadian rnining and s m e l ~ g  
interest of the parent Intemational Nickel Company with the 
refining component at the Toronto headquarters. ..In 19 19, 
INCO dissolved the CCC, (and) converted its assets to the 
International Nickel Company of Canada Ltd. (Goltz, 1989). 

Mond Nickel Company later united with The International Nickel Company of 

Canada (INCO). The historical development of these, and some other mining companies 

working in the Sudbury area is s h o w  in Figure 1. 

1.5. Importance of Nickel for World War 1 
In the words of the Royal Ontario Nickel Commission 19 17: "Nickel was a 

necessity in modem warfare; it was needed for amour-plate, for rifle-barrels, for heavy 

ordnance, bullet coverings, camidge cases, automobile parts and the whole catalogue of 

rnilitary and naval equipment". Careless (1953), noted that "Canada came to conml over 

90% of the world's nickel production" and that close to one third of the shells fired by 

British forces in France during WW 1 had come h m  Canada in 19 17. This huge war-time 

demand in nickel resulted in an increase of nickel production and in turn increased the 



Figure 1. The historical development of minuig companies in the Sudbury area 





quantity of ore roasted at the companies o d y  roast yard, O'Donnell. Canada played other 

important "home-fiont" roles in W1. "Since the war was cutthg off or destroying much 

of Europe's farming production, Canada's wide farmlands became immensely important in 

feeding the western Allies" (Careless, 1953). Wheat, flour, meat, cade and lumber 

exports escalated. "Since Gemiany blocked the way to Baltic forest lands, the need for 

Canadian wood pulp also rose, because the Swedish supply was not available" (Careless, 

1953). 

1.6. - Description of the roasting process 
Open heap roasting of the ore was done as a £ïrst step in the metallurgical process. 

This involved Iaying a wood (usually dead pine) foundation of at lem half a metre thick, 
heaping raw ore on top of it in a number of separate heaps, and igniting the wood which 

would in tum light the sulphur within the ore, thus roasting it (Plates 3,4). This roasting 

was done in order to reduce the high sulphur content (by "burning" it off as sulphur 

dioxide) in the 0re.s of the Sudbury region, the product king  a more concentrated nickel- 

copper matte. The sdphur content was reduced h m  approximately 23% to 10 or 12%. 

After lighting the roast heap, the wmd would bum out within 60 hours, leaving the ore in 

vigorous combustion. The roast beds would be left to burn h m  one to seven months at a 

tirne, depending on both the size of the roast M, and the sulphur content of the ore. 

During the roasting process, drafts were used to regulate the heat in order to prevent fusion 

and subsequent s m e l ~ g  of the ore (RONC, 1917). This roasting process released a huge 

amount of sulphur dioxide and significant particdate heavy metals, severely contamina~g 

and damaging the surrounding environment. The chemical process involved in roasting is 

described in an Ontario Bureau of Mines report as the following: 
When the ore, a mixture of iron, nickel, copper and sulphur 
with silica 'md rock matter, is roasted in the open air a large 
portion of sulphur burns to sulphur dioxide and passes off 
h o  the atmosphere; the iron h a ~ g  lost most of hs sulphur 
supplies the vacancy with oxygen from the air, forming 
oxides, while that portion of the sulphur which it still retains 
is combined as iron sulphates (Ontario Bureau of Mines, 
1899). 



Plate 3. O 'DonneU Roastbed construction showing mechanization, after 19 19. Note 
wood pited in background at Iefi of picture. This over head bridge would 
move up and d o m  the îracks depsiring ore. Picture INCO archives. 





Plate 4. The O'Domefi Roastbed firing. Smoke emitted contained sulphtr dioxide 
and particulate heavy metals. Picture INCO archives. 





This change in chernical composition is shown below in Figure 2. The pie chart on the lefi 

represents the chernical composition of raw ore and the pie chart on the nght, is that of 

roasted ore (Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1899). 
s 

Figure 2. Chemical composition of raw and roasted Sudbury ore 

The SO, driven off was very acidic and when it combinai with moisnire, it created 

sulphuric acid, which acidified the soi1 and corroded metal. 

The &st of at l e s t  eleven roast yards in the Sudbury area was established at 

Copper Clifî in 188 8. The O'Domell roast bed was the largest in the Sudbury region and 

it operated £hm 19 16 to 1929. The yard contauied four paralel ra.üroad tracks, consisting 

of one main m k  and three service tracks. Two s e ~ c e  tracks were used for green ore and 

ran dong the outside of the roasting heaps (50 mems apart) and the roast ore mck ran 
between the heaps, quidistant from the two outer m k s .  In 1916, the O'DomeU roast 

yard roasted more than 250,000 tons of ore at one time, with a single heap containhg 

approximately 2,500 tons of ore, with dimensions of 17m x 29m, and 2.3m high (RONC, 

1917). The roast yard was 2.3 km long, consisting of more than 100 heaps, and was 

located approximately 16 km West of Sudbury ON, 5 West of Highway 144, towards 

Chelmsford, cbse to Lively ON. The townsite for the workers was located 1.6 km east 

(downwind) of the roast yard (Figure 3). 



Figure 3. Map locating the O'Donnell roastbeù, townsite and scientSc sampiing sites. 





2.0 Reasons for the establishment of the O'Donnell Roast bed 
The sulphur-rich ores of the Sudbury basin were roasted in open heaps to reduce 

the sulphur content before it was sent to the smelter in Copper Cliff for finther processing. 

Laroche et a l  (1979) have located 1 1 of these roasting sites in the Sudbus, region. 

2.1 Historical roasting sites of the Sudbury region 

Table 2. Roasting locations of the Sudbury region. 

- 
6 Copper Cliff #1 1888-1905 Covered by slag pile 

7 Copper Cliff #1 1899- 1903 Residential and park area 

8 Copper C W  #3 1901- 19 16 Covered by railroad yard 

4 O'DomeU 1916-1929 Intact, with road crossing it 

5 Gertrude Mine 1901- 1903 Disturbed 

10 Blezard Mine 1889- 1895 Crossed by water line, partially intact 

1 Chicago Mine 189 1/94- 1894 Intact 

2 Victoria #1 1901 Decommissioned by INCO 
(covered and seeded) 

3 Victoria #2 1902-19 f 3 Decornrnissioned by INCO 
(covered and seeded) 

11 Conis ton 1913-1918 Intact, some erosion 

9 Murray Mine 1890- 1894 Desaoyed by more recent rnining 
activity 

* Numbers correspond to roast yard locations indicaied on map (Figure 4). 
( L m h e  et al, 1979, modified) 

2.2 Environmental impact of the roasting process 
Prior to 19 16, three small roast beds had operated in the t o m  of Copper Cliff. 

The toxic acidic fumes released by the roast beds caused many farmers and local residents 

to cornplain about the sulphur smoke darnaging their crops and gardens. The situation at 

Copper C m  was described in a Ontario Bureau of Mines report: 



Figure 4. Locations of historical roastyards in the Sudbury area Reproduced hm: 
Laroche et ai, 1979. 





The desîruction near the roast beds is coqlete, so that 
scarcely a green thhg sinvives and the swampy flats have 
been turned into deserts with white or gray or brown stumps 
of the trees once growing there. The unpainted houses have 
taken on a cuxious brown tinge, and certain colors of the 
painted houses have suffered. Telegraph and fence wires are 
rapidly corrodeci and have to be frequently replace-. The 
fumes, king h e  h m  arsenic, seem to have no dl effect on 
men or animals, however, the numerous school children, for 
example, looking pllnnp and rosy (Ontario Bureau of Mines 
Report, 1902). (Plate 5). 

2.3 Local residents and farmers speak out against the roasting process 
B y 1905, opponents of the roasting process were becomuig increasingly vocal. 

Under the Free Grants Act of 1906, the Ontario government opened up several new 

townships in the Sudbury dismct to farming. However, at the same rime, nickel-copper 

production was increasing significantly, and as a result, within diree years complaints by 

farmers of damage to their crops by sulphur emissions from the roast beds were so 

numerous that the local sheriff was called upon to act as an unofficial arbitrator, From 
1909 to 1915 he settled clairns, apparently to the general satisfaction of b o t -  the mining 
companies and farmers (Sudbury Star, July 18,1917). A number of letters were published 

in the local newspapers, the Sudbury Journal and the Sudbury Star, written by fiustrated 

citizens. One signed "a Sudbiny citizen" wrote about a proposa1 made by City Council for 

a park, "1s that Park possible, if the Canadian Copper Company's sulphurous gas is 

always threatening its vegetation? .... Our Mayor and Council, must claim, for the citizen's 

interest, against the Copper Cliff roast bed process, and obtain its abolition" (Sudbury 

Journal, Sept. 11, 1915). 

With the outbreak of World War I there was an increase in demand for nickel by the 

armarnents indusîry which Ied to more ore being roasted than ever before and the public 

pressure to reduce the sulphur emissions was mounting. The Sudbury Star wote, "1915 

has k e n  the worst year in the history of the districts for sulphur smoke, the ixnrnediate 

cause king the great increase in the production of the companies to meet the demand of the 

war, although unfavourable climstic conditions were also to sorne extent responsible" 

(Sudbury Star, October 30,1915). With this increase in production, complaints escalated. 



Plate 5. Landscape around Sudbirry region during 0'Dome~'s operation (19 16- 
1930). Courtesy of INCO. 





In 19 15, there were so many complaints from area fanner~ that the sh& s office was 
unable to handle them all. As a way of coping with this number of complaints, the CCC 

fomed a two-man committee, one of whorn was a respected local farmer, Moses GatcheU 

to address complaints. However, this committee was short lived as the company believed 

that the awards were too genmus. Therefore, in 19 15 an "impartial" three man committee 

composed of one representative of the famiers, one of the company, and an independent 

third official was set up to setrle claims (Bray, 1984). This new committee responded more 
to the liking of the company but was unacceptable to many farmers. m e n  the award was 

less than haE the amount asked for by the farmer (Sudbury Star, June 2 and July 18, 

1917). This lack of compensation led the farmers to drastic action. In the f a  of 1915, 

lawsuits were launched in both the District Court of Sudbu~y and the Supreme Court of 

Ontario by dissatisfied farmers demanding not only increased compensation for their 

agicultural losses but also stop-work injunctions against Canadian Copper and Mond 

Nickel (Bray, 1984). The Supreme Court of Ontario selected six suits - four against 

Canadian Copper, and two against Mond Nckel - which collectively becarne a single test 

case on the issue of sulphur pollution (Wallace and Thomson, 1993). The trial began in 

March, 19 16, and Justice J.J. Middleton passed his judgment 15 months later on May 3 1, 

1917. Details of these court cases will be discussed later within t&s chapter. 
A Ietter from a farmer demanded that the government put an end to the r 0 a ~ ~ g  

process by saying "we farmers may not henceforth lose in one day the result of a whole 
year's labour" (Sudbury Journal, Sept. 1 1, 1915). Another farmer provided his 

description: 

Any man king on the road between Sudbury and Sudbury 
Junction, on the CNR on Monday August 23rd, could not 
help smelling the odour of dying vegetation, and on the 
following day the fields were a msty dying colour, instead 
of living geen. 1s that not suffrcient proof of the damage 
king done by sulphur smoke? (Sudbury Journal, Sept. 2, 
1915). 

2.4 Establishment of the Royal Ontario Nickel Commission, 1915 
At the beginnùig of the first World War, INCO shipped its smelted ore to New 

Jersey for refinement INCO was able to ignore the "requests" and pressure for it to refine 

i f s  nickel in Ontario, mtil World War 1 raised the issue of Sudbury nickel going to 

Germany, the enemy. In July 1916 a German cargo submarine, narned the Deutschland. 

had, apparently without INCO's howledge, transported Sudbury nickel h m  the U.S. to 

Germany. This scanda1 reflected badly on the Sudbury Board of Trade as well, as they 

were in full support of INCO. With INCO refining their nickel in the U.S., there was Little 



control over the distribution of the refined product This lack of control was the primary 
reason behind the establishment of the Royal Ontario Nickel Commission, to investigate the 

feasibility of refining in Ontario. The importance of the RONC was not in their 

conclusions, but in their existence as it was the first serious assessrnent of the mining 

industry (Main, 1955). INCO had a monopoly on nickel production in Sudbury, just as 
Sudbury had a monopoly on the world's nickel production. 

Prior to the release of the Commission's report, INCO found that it could feasibly 

refine its ore in Ontario, and started construction of a refïning plant in Port Colborne. The 

Royal Ontario Nickel Commission (RONC) Report and Appendix was published in 1917, 

a h  concluding that the Sudbury ores could be refined profitably in Ontario. In addition, 
the mmrnission recommended that the method of open r o a s ~ g  be stopped. Detrimental 

aspects of ~ O W M ~  identified in this report include m estunation of just how much sulphur 

dioxide is released to the local area h m  ~ O S M ~  of ore, and "available" to cause damage to 

crops and vegetation: 
Assuming the ore to contain 25% of sulphur, and to be 
roasted on the heaps to IO%, every million tons of ore 
would yield at the roast heaps 150 000 tons of sulphur, i.e., 
30,000 tons of sulphurous acid gas, which would be 
sufficent to produce 450,000 tons of ordinary strong 
sulphuric acid (RONC, 19 17) 

Smoke darnage to crops: 

Large quantities of sulphur are expelled in the form of 
[sulphur dioxide] (SOd in r o a s ~ g ,  smelting and refining the 
Sudbury nickel-copper ores. The larger proportion is driven 
off on the roast heaps under the worst possible conditions 
for agriculture, as the roast heaps are low-lying, and the gas, 
which is about two and one-Wth times as heavy as air, flows 
dong the ground unless camed away by the wïnd (RONC, 
1917). 

The loss of metals during the roasting process: 

In other words, any water draining fÎom the roast heaps, 
will be highly charged with nickel salts, and to a lesser 
extent with copper salts. There is reason to think that the 
losses in this form (leaching), especially of nickel, are not 
negligible, and although the prevention of these losses done 
might not jus* the giving up of roasting in heaps, it is an 
important additional reason for abandoning roast heap 
practice" (RONC, 19 17). 

The m o t i v a ~ g  factor for roasting was to cheaply reduce the sulphur content of the 

ore prior to smelting. This is shown in the letter written by Mi. C.V. Careless, the 



manager at Coniston (Mond Nickel Company), quoted by the Royal Ontario Nickel 

Commission (1917). 
We have been running a month or two, experimentally, with 
no roasted ore ... should we abandon heap-roasting 
altogether. We intend running for some months in this way 
while colledng fuIl data for the final caldation as to the 
economy of the practice ... .As winter roasting eliminated al l  
damage to neighbours from the roast yard, the question as to 
atmdonhg heap roasting altogether will be purely one of 
economy. My present.feeling is thai heap-roasting will be 
eliminated h m  our operations entVely within a year or two 
(RONC, 19 17). 

As mentioned earlier, during the growing season of 1915, farmers experienced 

severe damage to their cmps. Reasons given for this damage included sulphur sxwke 
damage, advocated by the farmers, while chnatic conditions were more likely responsible, 

according to the mining companies. During the months of March and April 19 16, seventy- 

two faxmers h m  twelve neighboirring townships in the Sudbury area signed a petition, 
r e q u e s ~ g  the sympathy and support of the Sudbury Board of Trade. n i e  farmers wanted 

the Board of Trade to speak out on their behalf against the mining companies. These 
fâmiers argued that their crops had been so badly affected that those farmers in the "smoke 
zone" had not been able to mise sufficient grain for seed to plant in the 1916 season, and if 

the sulphur smoke continued, fanning in the Sudbiny region would be seriously threatened 

(Sudbury Star, Mar 4, 19 16). 

2.5 Selection of the 09Donnell roasting site with provincial government 
support 

Wi th this increase in public pressure to abandon the  roasting process, the response 

by the mining companies varied. For example, the Mond Company roasted only 
30% of its ore ushg this rnethod of heap roasting and switched to winter roasting only in 

19 16-17. The British Arnerica Nickel Corporation did not use the heap roasting method, 
and the CCC consolidated its roasting operation in a new, much larger roasting yard, in the 

township of Graham (O'DonneU) and continued year-round roasting for a further 13 years. 

The conflict between agicultural interests and the CCC resulted in the CCC paying famiers 

the huge amount of $137,398 for smoke damages in the year ending March, 19 16 
(RONC, 1917). In order to avoid future conflict with the farming community, the 

"Canadian Copper Company petitioned the govemment to withdraw aU unallocated Crown 
lands in the vicinity of the proposeci roast beds fiom public sale, arguing that the area was 
largely unfit for agriculture and that mining must rake precedence" (Ontario Dept of the 
Environment 19 15, as cited by Bray, 1984). In October 19 15. land in Graham township 



was taken out of seülement by the provincial govemment on the grounds that the land was 
largely unsuitable for agriculture. This was done in an attempt to prevent furthex claims 

king launched against the CI3C for smoke damages h m  those famMg relatively close to 

the roast beds. These lands were set aside and the site for the O'DomeU Roast Bed was 

confirme& four d e s  West of Creighton. It was hoped "this location would muiirnize as 
far as possible the damage and annoyance resulting h m  sulphur smoke in this district" 

(Sudbury Star, October 30, 19 15). Named afier a long-tenn employee, O'Donnell was . 

laid out during the winter of 1915-1916, taking the place of the roast beds located at 

Copper CLin (Peters, 1996; Laroche et al, 1979). 

The provincial govemment was obviously suppomve of the mining companies in 

the Sudbury region in that it basically "'donated" public land to the company as a buffer 

against claims, but wïthout compelling the companies to buy ic essentially, a gifi from the 

crown. This restriction on additional development of agriculture in the Sudbury region 

prevented additional clashes between the fanners and the mining companies, but it did 
nothing to solve the cornplaints h m  e x i s ~ g  land owners affecteci by the sulphur fumes. 

In April, 1916, Mr. Clary, the famiers' representative, discussed this withdrawd 

by the provincial govemment of twelve townships from settlement, with the Sudbury 

Board of Tx-ade. Mr. Clary characterized the plea that these lands were not fit for 

cultivation as "false, and a damnable lie". He argued that these lands were withdrawn f k m  

settlement in order "to allow the two big smelting companies to use the most primitive 

methods of t r e a ~ g  ore and also the cheapest so as to increase their profits". Mr. Clary 

continued by saying that Germany, -ce and Belgium had devised ways of a e a ~ g  the 

ore, without injury to the agriculture cornrnunity and he was convinced that the same could 

be done in the Sudbury region, "if the operating companies were made to spend the 

money". He argued that "the Public Healtb Act in Great Britain would not permit the kind 
of srneking that is done here". He continued with "nothing would be done as long as we 
fellows sit and grin and bear it, as long as we keep on spitting and coughing. These 

companies could be indicteci tomorrow by the Attorney General for rnaintaining a public 

nuisance". He urged that situations in the United States should be learned fkom, in how 

such grievances between the s m e l ~ g  companies and the famers had been settled amicably 

(Sudbury Star, March 4, 1916). 
Finally, on Apr.11419 16, the Sudbury board of Trade came forward with their 

resolutions. Of the 3 resolutions then adopted, one requested the appointment of a 

provincial commission to assess damage by sulphur smoke to crops in the region, the 

second petitioned the Hearst govemment to provide Sudbu~y fanners with much needed 

grain for the 19 16 season, and the third was to "respectfdly request" the rnining 



companies to roast their ore during the winter months only (Sudbury Star, April 19, 19 16). 

As quoted in the Sudbu~y Star, '"Very little discussion centred around a motion asking the 

operating nickel companies to roast all their ore in the winter months. It says: '4hat this 

Board of Trade respectfully request the mîning companies to consider the roasting their 

ores between the months of October and April." The motion carried unanimously''" 

(Sudbury Star, April 19, 19 16). The Ontario govemment responded quickly to these 

suggestions, agreeing both to appoint a special sulphur fumes uivestigator for 19 16 and. to 
. assist famiers in purchasing seed grain for 19 16 (Sudbury Star April22, 1916). 

Also, during the spring of 1916, in the Legislature, Sam Carter, of Wellington, 

stated that while he was in the Sudbury axa, he had heard complaints of crop damage done 

by smelting, twenty d e s  h m  the source, and people were "UceIy to be moved off their 

property on which they had made improvements". He stated that the "Canadian Copper 
Company was getting too much of a strangle hold on that part of the province". 

Again, fanners amibuted damage to sulphur fumes, but the Company valuators had 
reported that the grain was suffering h m  an epidemic of oat blight, rather than sulphur 

damage (Sudbury Star, April 12, 19 16). 

Reverend Fattier Cote, of Chelmsford parish, spokesperson for the farmers, 

emphasized the need to arrange amicable settlements, in light of previous offers king 

"ridiculous compensation" to many farmas. The CCC had already responded to the 

c'pressure" by moving it's roasting activities to the "remote" O'Domell site, but Father Cote 
did not expect any improvement in the "sdphur smoke situation" as a result of moWig the 

roast beds to rheir new location (Sudbury Star, April, 19, 1916). As Father Cote 

predicted, complaints of sulphur damage to crops continued a f w  the relocation of the roast 

beds from Copper Cliff to the ccremote" site of O'Donnell. How these complaints were 

addressed in the provincial courts is discussed in the following section. Thae were rnany 

famis in the 0'Donnel.l area at this the .  According to Santala (1972) three townships 

surrounding the O'Donnell roast bed, namely Dniry, Denison and Graham, had a 
substantial amount of farm land in operation in 1921 (9,608 acres). He also reports a 
population of these townships in 19 1 1 of 2,12 1. B y 192 1 it had fallen ro 1,038 and as of 

193 1 it decreased to 747 (Santala, 1972). 

2.6 Court Cases launched against the Canadian Copper Company (later 
INCO) 

It has k e n  well h o w n  since the turn of the century that even "extremely minute 

quantities of sulphur dioxide are injurious" to vegetation (Haywood, 1907). The impact of 

S 0 2  on plant We was the focus of much research and attention because of the economic 



ramifications to agricultural crops surrounding these resome extraction centres. This clash 

between mining and agriculture was by no means confineci to the Sudbury region, and has 

k e n  well documentai throughout North Arnerica (Fulton, 19 15; Smith, 1987; Treshow 

and Anderson, 1989; and Aiken, 1994). 

Since Sudbury farmers were not satisfied with the settlements offered to them by 

CCC, they took their case to c o r n  This particular court case provided the foundation for 

other "sulphur cases". Presented here is a great deal of detail in an attempt to refiect the 

attitudes of the Judge and the CCC as weil as those of the &intiffs. Judge Middleton 

describes the formation of the "test" case as the FoUowing: 

A large number of actions were brought, and many others 
threatened against the Canadian Copper Company, for 
damages supposed to have been sustained h m  vapours 
contained in Metallurgical smoke issuing h m  the roast beds 
and smelter stacks of that Company at Copper Cm, near 
Sudbury. A motion was made to condidate these actions 
resdting in the choice of four cases which were to proceed 
and to be regarded as test actions, the others remaïring in 
abeyance in the meanthe (Mddleton, 19 17). 

Two actions (Clary and Ostrowski) were also pending against the Mond Nickel 

Company and it was manged that those were dealt with at the same tirne. 

The four cases chosen for the "testy' case launched against the CCC included: 

1) An action by J.F. Black, a florist, having a greenhouse 
and number of small plots upon which market garden 
produce was grown. 
2) An action by Jos. Belanger, a farmer, upon a somewhat 
larger sale than usual for this district, who had claims for 
damage done to two fams. 
3) An action by Mona Taillifer, a woman who worked also 
upon two farms not at al l  comparable to Belanger's farms, 
and in a much humbler way. 
4) An action by the Sudbury Dairy Company, miUc dealers, 
who has a farm upon which their dajr herd was pas& 
quite close to Copper Cliff. 

Onginaliy, ail of these claims cded for a stop roasting injunction, but at different 

tirnes, this was abandoned and, in turn, the clairns resolved themselves into assessments of 

crop damage only (Middleton, 19 17). It was stated by Judge Middleton: 

If the mines should be prevented fkom operating, the 
wmmunity could not exist at ,d-once close the mines; the 
mining community would be at an end and the famiing 
would not long continue. Any capable fanner would find 
famis easier to operate and nearer general markets if the local 
market ceased. It is the consideration of this situation that 



induce. the plaintiffs counsel to abandon the c lab  origindy 
made for an injunction (Middleton, 1917). 

Judge Middleton makes a point of mentioning that even if the plaintiffs had 

continued in seeking a stop working injunction, he wodd not have granted an injunction 

"interfixing with the carrying on of the works in question". Judge Middleton continues 

with his strong support of the mining company by ve-g that the sulphur smoke is 

simpiy "part of the package" whae miniog is concemed He continues: 

Smelter smoke rnay, no doubt, be a nuisance, and in 
addition to king disagreeable it rnay cause injury to 
vegetation and in some circumstances I have no doubt an 
injunction ought to be granted. For reasons which will 
appear later, 1 am of the opinion that the mines cannot be 
operated without the, production of smoke fkom the roast 
yards and s d t e r s  which contains very large quantities of 
sulphur dioxide (Middleton, 19 17). 

Early in Judge Middleton's rernarks, he addresses the importance of mining 
operations to continue for the whole of Canada, even if at the expense of a few. He argues: 

In each case it ultimately becornes a question of degree and 
in a much modified sense a question of the greatest good to 
the greatest number. I do not mean by this as I shall show 
that for the mere purpose of easily pmducing metal of value 
the owner of a mine may sacrifice his neighbours, but 1 think 
there are circumstances in which it is impossible for the 
individual to so assert his individual rights as to infllict a 
substantial injury upon the whole commmity (Middleton, 
1917). 

Nickel is essential for many of the world's greatest 
industries; the metal is only fo&d in a few places; itcannot 
be minai and placed upon the market without pducing a 
nuisance affecting, at most, a comparatively srnall are% those 
going into that area to farrn have (in almost ail cases) gone 
there with their eyes open, seeking to avaii themeives of a 
market in which a b n d y  high prices nile because of the 
demands created by those mines and rheir great distance 
fiom ordinary soukes of supply. Some cas& of hardship 
rnay exist but according to the statement of counsel the 
rnïning companies have always stood ready to purchase the 
holding of any individual at a price far in excess of the value. 
In my view the Court ought not to destroy the mining 
industry even if a few f a n s  are damaged or destroyed, but 
in all such cases compensation liberally ought to be awarded 
(Middleton, 19 17). 

Judge Middleton compliments M.. Jarvis, Mr. Moorhouse and M.. Ferguson, who 

worked for the CCC (later INCO) in the agriculturai sector for their "very careful and 

minute examination of the effect of smoke upon vegetation ..... and in the outset, 1 desire to 



express my confidence in their work" (Miiddleton, 1917). He goes further in stating, 

"Beyond this, they irnpressed me as fair-minded men who could be relied on" (Middleton, 

2.6.1 Judge accuses farmers of exaggerating claims 

A much different tone conveyed Judge Middleton's confidence in the fimen' 

complaints. He declared the fanners grossly exaggerated their claims of sulphur damage. 

He States: 
There was, as 1 have indicated, a not unnatural inchation 
upon the part of the fanners near the mines and roast beds to 
attribute al l  their misfortunes to them There was also the 
inclination to exaggerate the possibilities of farrning in the 
norîh countqq but 1 regret to say this was clearly an 
endeavour in many instance to so exaggexate the claims put 
forward that not even the greatest charity and one might 
almost Say the greatest credulity can acquit the claimants of 
positive dishonesty. This dishonesty was not confkd to 
the parties merely but extended to many of the wimesses. 1 
do not mean to include in this a l l  the parties nor ail the 
wimesses but the presence of so much gross exaggeration 
had made the task of assessing damages particularly difficult 
(Middleton, 19 17). 

Judge Middleton provides an example of this type of exaggeration while refening to the 

Ostrowski case: 

These people have only ken in the country a short time and 
have no real laiowledge of farrning under the conditions to 
be faced near Sudbury. They ran a boarding house for men 
working in the mines. The land purchased was 36 acres, the 
price being $650; $150 being represented by a mortgage; 
$500, the entire balance, king secured by a second 
mortgage - no money king paid. AU this land was rock 
Save at one place, a srnaIl valley with steep rocky banks 
through which a Stream made its way. Part of this valley 
was baver meadow. None of it well drained as the smam 
was blocked by a natural dam of rock. This valley was said 
to contain 25 acres. Survey shows Bt to be less than half. 
Just 12 acres. The plan shows this drawn out in a narrow 
and most irregular rnanner dong the banks of the creek. 
This was cultivated, in a way, for the two years, 1915 and 
19 16. The man was most poorly equipped in every way. 
The claim for loss for the injury done by smoke to this 12 
acres in 1915 was over $2 500 and for 1916 $2 727.59. 1 
do not mean by this the lump clairn which is sometimes 
made in pleading but the clairn as sworn to (Middleton, 
1917). 



The onus of proof of damage iay solely with the plaintiff, rather than the defendant, 

in environmental matters at this time. Judge Middleton con~ues :  

In each case the damages must be assessed as the evidence 
as a whole appeals to the Judge and as already said where 
there is a real element of doubt the plahtiff mut, parricularly 
in cases of this kind, be given the benefit of the doubt as 
against the wrong-doer so long as it cm be found as a fact 
that the injury complained of is in truth . ~ e  result of the gas 
emït&ed fkom the defe-ndants works; this the plaintiff must 
prove (Middleton, 19 17). 

In addition to the plaintiffs k i n g  accused of exaggera~g their clabm, the CCC 

argues that crop failures are not the result of the sulphur smoke, but rather other causes 

such as insects and disease, both of which famers "mistaken for sulphur damage. Judge 

Middleton describes the foUowing: 

Although the mines have ken  in operation for many years 
this is the h t  tirne in which actions have corne to trial. The 
explmation given is that some arrangement for compensation 
has heretofore been made, but now cliiims have been made 
and adjustment seems impossible and the Court have been 
resorted to and much evidence has ken  given with the view 
of having it ascertained how fa .  the mines are answerable for 
the crop failures. The Company sets up that many of the 
things complained of are not the result of the smoke but are 
to be attributed to entirely other causes, and that the claims 
are grossly exaggerated (Middleton, 19 17). 

2.6.2. Mistaking crop disease for sulphur darnage 

The Selby Report (19 15) was produced by an American commission established to 

investigate the sulphur fumes issue in the United States, and many of their findings have 

been referred to within this "test" aiaL It tw found, that famers had mistaken plant 

disease for sulphur damage. 

In the Selby Report much of the w p  failure amibuted by the 
fanners to the smelter was found to result nom plant 
disease. Many diseases such as root rot and various fungus 
diseases which prevent a noxmal not to mention maximum 
development of the trees exist in the smoke zone. These 
plant diseases, taken in conjunctions with a general lack of 
care of the mes with poor cultivarion and irnproper 
preparation of the soil and the rather low r a i n f '  of the area 
do nst make for any great growth in the mes nor for such 
prductiveness. (Middleton, 19 17). 



In addition to these plant diseases, the losses fanners experienced were also 

amibuteci to climatic conditions by the nrining companies. Judge Middleton continues: 

In addition to the other disadvantages and the plant diseases 
the famers in 19 15 and 19 16 has most unfavourable climaiic 
conditions to contend with, As shown in the evidence the 
seasons were exceptionally bad fkom the farmer's 
standpoint. The fungoid and bacterial diseases were amally 
mistaken for sulphur burning admits of no doubt, as pointed 
out by Mr. Jarvis, the difference cm readily be detected by 
an expert particularly with the aid of a mimscope. Many of 
the specimens produced by the plaintiffs as grain damaged 
by sulphur were in mith specimen of fungoid and bacterial 
disease, 1 have confimieed this by making careful 
mimscopic examinaàon of many of the exhibits produced 
(Middleton, 19 17). 

Examination of these dried specimens were presented in court, and in tum, accepted 

as proof of damage caused by factors other than sulphur, namely disease. 

Damages awarded to the plaintiffs were less than onginaIly offered by the 

Company, out of court, presimiably to discourage other famiers fiam taking their crop 

damage cornplaints to provincial court. Judge Middleton awarded the following in 

damages: 

In a l l  circumstances 1 make the following awards, which 
while no doubt disappointing to the plaintins, are to be as 
generous as the evidence warrants. 

To Black $IO00 
To Taillifer 800 
To Sudbury Dajr Company IO00 
To Belanger 750 

TO: Clary 
To Osmwski 

In view of the fact that these are test cases, 1 have concluded 
to award costs in each case but as there was so much 
exaggeration in the claims presented 1 shall fix the amount 
when bills are presented, reducing hem, somewhat from 
what would be allowed upon a taxation under a general 
award of costs (Middleton, 19 17). 

The Middleton judgment clearly sent the message that nickel production should 

continue unirnpaired in support of the war effort. Convinced that minuig could not 

continue in the Sudbury region without the roasting process and subsequent smoke 

produchon he argued that nickel production brought wealth (economic health) not only to 



Sudbury, but Canada as a whole and if a few famis sustained smoke damages, this 

expense of a few was a small price to pay. 

The use of smoke easements was another method used by INCO to pay sulphur 
damages to f m e r s .  In 1918, the Ontario govemment passed the Indusmal and Mining 

Lands Compensation Act which authorized a "mine, indusû-y or factory" owner to purchase 
easements from landowners in the area surrounding their operation. These one . time 

payments were binding for all future owners of the property, and also included all new 
facilities subsequently constxucted by the purchaser. The declaration stated T h e  payrnent 

of compensation under such agreement shall afford a coqlete  answer to any action which 

may be brought for damages or for any injunction in respect of any matter for which 

compensation has been made" (Statutes of Ontario, 19 18, as cited by Bray, 1984). The 

mining companies used this legislation and purchased a number of smoke easements from 

Local farmers in subsequent years when approached by farmers (Peters, 1997). The an 
also proved to be valuable to the provincial govanment, as the 1915 withdrawal of Crown 

lands from sale was unpopular with the fanning community, the govemment reopened 
these lands to settlement in 1921. However, now included within these land transfer 

agreements were smoke easement clauses prohibiting the new owners from clniming any 

damages against the muiing companies (Cain, 1921 as cited by Bray, 1984). 

2.6.3 Evidence that damage may be due to Sulphur, rather than disease: 

A letter dated Januaiy 21, 1925, sent to Mr. Murray, the Sulphur Fumes Arbinator, 

from Mr. Gussow, the Dominion Botanist claims that it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

determine the cause of damage h m  dried specirnens. He also argued that he could make 
an equall y strong case advocating smoke darnage, as disease, and urged that only detailed, 

long term expeximents wouId give them definitive answers. 

1 would suggest that we cany on a more systernatic study of 
these things in Canada, and shall be pleased to spend a few 
days with you this summer in order to make a general 
sumey. 1 quite realize that unless one is in a position to give 
authentic information, one would be unfair to farmers and 
smelter owners (Gussow, 1925). 

Mr. Gussow was familiar with the Sudbury situation of sulphur fume darnage 

k ing  blamed by the farmers and common leaf diseases advocated by the mining Company 



for the cause of damage to crops (Gussow, 1925). He also cornmented on the dried 

samples sent to him far examination. 
As regards the strawberries, you will remernber that their 
condition indicated a very sudden interference with 
otherwise quite normal development It would be peculiar 
diseases which wouid have such a sudden onset. One 
should not express an opinion on a dned sample at all. I 
should like to cal1 attention to leaf diseases. Extensive 
damage very rarely occurs over a whole field or locality h m  
this cause. In the case of fume injury and diseases present, 
cm you detennine which occmed b t ?  (Gussow, 1925). 

In a lener dated February 19, 1925, Mr. Gussow identifies sulphur smoke damage 

as king a strong possibiiity, rather than disease as advocated by the mining companies. 
Again, he identifies the need to have detailed investigations into the sulphirr darnage issue. 

1 have never known any plant disease to cause such 
extensive damage in other regions, and this rnakes me think 
that diseases are often blarned for what may be really smoke 
or physiologicai trouble. 1 would like, however, to know 
who determined the presence of diseases in the samples you 
sent me. What is, for instance, the cause of blade blight? 1 
fear that 1 would be able to claim just as much for smoke 
injury as for diseases as shown in the specimens you sent 
me. If we desire to get to the boaom of this, experiments - 
and systematic ones - are absolutely essential (Gussow, 
1925a). 

The information included in the preceding letters was confined to the sulphur fume 
arbitrator reports and was not presented at court proceedings in support of sulphur damage. 

2.6.4 Government attitude of NOT awarding smoke damages (1942, 1943) 
The support of the Provincial Government for the mining Company was shown 

when they removed land h m  settlement to allow the CCC to avoid paying damages in the 

vicinity of their new roast yard, O'DomeU. This biased support was again later wimessed 
in 1942, 1943 with two telling leûers. On October 29th, 1942, Mr. Murray, the Sulphur 

Fumes Arbimtor wrote to the Hon. Mr. Laurier, Minister of Mines, in order to ask him to 

approve the following procedure in awarding sulphur damage claims. 

(a) To award compensation in the case of vegetable 
gardens injured as to yield or quality, as a result of sulphur 
bleaching. 
(b) To award no compensation in the case of injury to 
trees, shmbs, flowers, or grass. (The injury to this type of 
vegetation is usually of temporary nature, and very rarely are 
the affected plants killed by an occasional bleaching.) 
(Murray, 1942) 



Cornplaints had again escalated in 1942 as a result of increased production to meet 

the Second World War needs. However, this time INCO decided not to make any 

voluntary sertlement offers, as injury to vegetation on urban pmperties did not endanger the 

livelihood of the claimants (Murray, 1942). The mining company was of the opinion that ir 

should not have to pay these damages, because of the economic importance mining had for 

the community. Mr. Murray (the sulphur fumes arbitrator), on behalf of the mining 

company, stressed the importance of the mining industry in the Sudbury region. "A very 

large percentage of the residents of Sudbury, and of the suburban communities 

surrounding i~ are employed k t l y  by or are indirectly dependent on the mining, 

smeltuig and refining of nickel and copper" (Murray, 1942). Reasons for Mr. Murray's 

recommendation of awarding compensaiion for vegetable gardens only included: 

So far as mes, shmbs and flowers are concerned, 1 believe 
that the above stand can reasonably be maintaineci, but a 
vegetable garden is in a somewhat different category. Such 
a garden is put in to provide a variety of fresh vegetables, 
and when these are rendered unfit for use or decreased in 
yield, 1 feel that the owner shodd be reirnbursed to the 
extent of the injury (Murray, 1942). 

The response nom the Minister of Mines, Robert Laurier, dated April2, 1943, was the 

The position which 1 take is that it would be inadvisable at 
the present moment to consider any awards. 1 feel that 
should this be done, it would open the door to rnany claims 
and there would ensue, 1 have no doubt, innumerable 
request for such compensation. In view of this 1 feel that no 
awards should be considered, at least for the present 
(Laurier, 1943). 

The provincial govemment was presumably elected to protect the best interest of 

"the people", however, the preceding attitude demonstrates that the interests of the 

company, and the nickel minhg industry in general, took precedence. Again, the economic 

health of the company and the province was the priority during this period. Nickel 

production was necessary for the second World War, and environmental and human health 

were not addressed. 



2.7 Discussion: 
The annual profit for INCO in 1916 was $11,748,278.53 (RONC, 1917). The 

company maintained that it codd not "profiiably" process the Sudbury ore without this 

roasting process, which in mm causes extensive damage to the smunding vegetation. It 
also argued that the farming community was dependent upon the mining cornrnunity for its 
market, and if it was forced to stop roasting and smelting with present techniques, the 

mining industry would collapse in the Sudbury region. With the strong support of the 
provincial government, there was 1ittie motivation for INCO to reduce the environmental 

impact of its muiing operations. 

Despite the Royal Ontario Nickel Commission recommendations, the Sudbury 
Board of Trade's unanhous recommendation of winter roasting, and the innumerable 

protests of the local residents and farmers in 1916, the Canadian Copper Company ran the 
world's largest open roast bed for 14 years, uncil it finally closed O'Donnell. Meanwhile, 

its rival company, Mond, did comply with winter roasting and soon afterwards stopped 

roasting altogether. The CCC seems to have been indifferent to the local recommendation, 
cornplain ts, and in fact ignored the Royal Commission ' s recommendations, apparen tl y with 

the Ontario government's support. 
It was not u n d  1974 that the Canadian Environmental Law Association (rather than 

the govemment) brought a successful action against INCO for air pollution. The company 

was convicted and was fined $1,500. While this wasn't a substantial amount of money, 
the conviction indicated that protection of environmental and human health was becoming 

more important. 



3.0 Living conditions at 09Donnell 
3.1 The Roasting Yard: 

There was a protocoi in locating all roast yards that included carehl observation of 

the summer prevailing winds in order to place the roast heaps in selected areas that would 

have little effect on agriculture. According to Laroche et al . (1979), the "type" of 

environment for location was also a consideration. "The contiguity of cultivated land, or 

even of valuable forests, would fmbid the employment of heap-roasting udess the 

arguments for its adoption were sufficiently powerîd to outweïgh the annoyance of 

constant remonstrances on the part of the land-owners" (Peters 1889, as cited by Laroche et 

A description of the Copper Cl i f f  roasr yard's effect on the surrounding 

environment, is found in Professur Coleman's Monograph published by the Dominion 

Department of Mines in 2912. 
He descrïks the effect upon vegetation as the following: 

These effects of the sulphur fumes upon the surrounding 
vegetation are disastrous especially to coniferous trees, so 
that soon after a roast yard is established the nearby cedar 
swamps show only bare mnks and many plants are killed 
even two or three d e s  away in the direction the prevalent 
winds. It is of interest to note that the maple stands the 
sulphur fumes best of all the trees so that s d  clumps rnay 
be seen springing up on many of the bare hasides near 
Copper Cliff, since the roast yard has k e n  rernoved a d e  
to the North behind a group of these- Mr. Turner, President 
of the Canadian Copper Company, has tested a large number 
of plants in his garden and finds that some flowers stand the 
effects of sulphur much bener than others. If carefully 
looked after grass foms a turf once more at Copper Cliff 
and a good field of Indian corn thrives just behind the 
hospital. The roast beds send hundreds of tons of sulphur 
dioxide into the air every twenty-four hours and it is perhaps 
surprising that this active ragent does not accornplish more 
destruction than cm be observeé Fortunately there is 
practically no arsenic in this ore so that the gases, though 
sometimes distressing to breathe, are nor poisonous 
(Coleman, 1912). 

He spoke of the smoke in the roast yards as malong a "choking atrnosphere to 

breathe, though it is apparently not found unhealthy by the men who work in the roast 

yards". He added that "the country just around the roast beds is usually of small value as 

faxm land" (Coleman, 19 12). 



3.2 Site description 
The O'DomeU roast yard was located just off the Algoma East rdway, and less 

than a mile away h m  the Vemnlion River- The roast yard was laid out on a flat area 2 km 

long, next to the paralle1 railway tracks. The ore was piled ont0 individual heaps 17m x 

2% in dimension, dong the conîinuous thick layer of wood The work would be carried 

out end to end, meaning that as the layer of wood was ready, the coarse ore (more than one 

inch in diameter) would be placed directly on top of the wood and then fine ore (less than . 

once inch in diameter) would be piled on top of the coarse green ore. GraduaLly, there 

would be close to 100 of these heaps built almg the r o a s ~ g  bed and then the first heap at 

the far end would be lit. By the time the last green ore heap was built and fired, the others 

would already be roas~g.  The individuaI roasting heaps c m  be clearly seen in an aerial 

photograph taken Oct 20, 1927. The townsite of O'Donnell can also be seen downwind 

(1.6km) in this photograph (Plate 6). This photo also shows the complete absence of 

vege tation. 

3.3 O'Donnell Employees 
A f o m a  O'Domell resident who wishes to remiiin anonymous (1997) fondly 

remembers his first job working on the O'Donnell roasting beds "firing on a steam shovel". 

That's where 1 started to work. 1 started to work when 1 
was sixteen. 1 started firing on a steam shovel. It's a biler 
on wheels and it was the machine that loaded the ore into the 
cars to ship to Copper Cliff, then they handled the s m e l ~ g  
end of it. My father was the steam locomotive engineer, so 1 
knew a little bit about it before 1 even went on the job. But 1 
had no trouble and 1 really liked it, but 1 didn't last very long 
when they started to lay off. Oh, it wasn't that bad, they had 
a couple of stem locomotives, mostly ali operated by steam 
in those days eh, till about 1930. The coal would come in 
flat cars and then they transferred it from there to the moving 
machinery, to the steam locomotive, they used to cool  the^ 
with a steam hoist and the like of that. 1 don't know exaritly 
(how long the roast heaps would b m ) ,  but 1 know it was 
months anyway. Then thex was a man that looked after 
them and he poured water, they'd drill a hole and put the 
pipe of water in and gradually cool them. Then the steam 
shovel was ahead of them al1 the time, with the dead beds, 
the others would be coming behind them, ones that were 
under control. They'd light fire wood undemeath the beds, 
they'd burn for so long, and that was how they operated. 
The shovel stayed ahead of them (Anonymous, 1997) (Plate 
9) - 



Plate 6. Aerid view of O'DomeU. Pichire taken kt. 20,1927 at 9000 fi. It shows 
the "squareness" of the individual roasting heaps. Note the townsite located 
dom* approximately 1.6 Irm No vegetation can be seen in the 
vicinity at this tirne. This aerial photopph (HA467-76) O 1927. Her 
Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada, repmduced fkom the collection of 
the National Air Photo Library with permission of Natural Resources 
Canada. 





Plate 7. O'DonnelI roast bed construction, showing mechanized ore bridge. 
Colrrtesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 8. Individual roasting heap - O'DonneU roast yard. Shows the squareness of 
the heap of ore on cord wood Courtesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 9. Steam shovel at O'DonnelI roast bed, with steam shovel crew. Courtesy of 
Bob Bryson. 

Plate 10. Locomotive at O'Domell. X mark in background of right side is the 
location of the water tower at the O'Donnell townsite. Courtesy of Lorem 
McPhail, 





There were many dangers associated with the roasting process. The ore was 
sampled throughout this roasting process to d e d e  the sulphur content. When the 

sulphur content of the ore reached acceptable levels ( u d y  7-12%) the mashg process 

was coqlete. At this time the roasted ore f d  a matte of ore, that, in order to remove 

it, needed to be broken apart into smaller pieces. This was done by using daulin, an eariy 

fom of dynamite. The most unfortunate accidents occurred when the ore was not allowed 

to cool properly, and the daulin was introduced while the mane was too hot, leading to 

prernature explosions. To reduce this risk, only the fmemen were allowed to set the daulin 
(Fortin, 1995). A former O'DomeU employee recalls blasting taking place at 07Donnell. 

When they used to blast they'd put the shovel up tight 
against the blast so it wouldn't knock it down. There was 
one man in charge of it (the blasting), Mr. Dion. And they 
worked by whistles, eh, when they were going to blast, as a 
waming. It (the whistle) was on the stem shovel. Once the 
blast was over, you'd go back to work. What they used to 
do was get on the aain and then back up, maybe half a d e  
away or something similar to that, so it wouldn't get hit by 
the blast (Anonymous, 1997) (Plates 9 and 10). 

The roasting of green ore starced at O'Dome~ in February 19 16. At this t h e  there 

were more than 200 workers on the roast M, with most of the workforce k i n g  young 
single men. Of the five hundred and six car& sampled, one hundred and nfty eight 

employees were married, while two hundred and fifty six were identified as single, while 

the other ninety-two were not idencified as manied nor single. Of those identifid as 
married (using the employee cards only), only three were documented to have their families 

with them at O'DonneU, while twenty eight had their wives and families elsewhere. 

3.3.1 Age distribution of workers at 09Donnell 
The age dismbution of workers can be seen in Figure 5. Eighty-three percent of the 

employees (identified within the employee cards) were between the ages eighteen and forty 

years. 



Figure 5. Age distribution of workers at the O ' D O M ~  roast yard (from 506 employee 
cards). 

The sixty hour work week consisted of 10 hodday ,  6 days/week. There were 25 

different job titles at O'Donnell in 1916, and the rate of pay varied from fifty-five cents/hr 

for a steam shovel engineer to ten cents/ton of ore, for green ore unloaders, or twenty-five 

cents/hr for labourers. The yard boss, green ore boss and stem shovel boss a l l  received 

thirty-five cents/hr. O'DomeU woskers were not paid more than other miners in the area 

because of the adverse (smoky) conditions under which they worked. Their rates were 

equal to other Company workers. For example, a s tem shovel engineer eamed 55 
cents/hr, whether he worked at the roast yard, or in the mechanical department Before 

mechanization, the labourers used picks, shovels and wheelbarrows to m s f e r  the ore 

between the open roasting beds and the d w a y  cars (Plate 11). With the mechanization of 

O'Donnell in 1919 an ore loading "bridge" was built over the beds. This bridge rnoved the 

length of the railway tracks, up and dom the roast bed proper. Ray (green) ore would 

corne in by railway car and be transported to the bridge and then this bridge would move 
dong and deposit the ore in heaps, on top of the wood (Plate 3 and 7). This mechanization 

dramatically reduced the number of green ore unloaders needed to operate O'Domell. 

However, the wood handlers contïnud to manually build the w d - b a s e  foundation, as a 

former O7DomeU empIoyee describes 

There were two men, Joe Denomee and (George) Hamilton, 
1 forget Mr. Hamilton's narne, he was French anyway, how 



he got the name Hamilton, 1 don? know. They used to 
bring it (the w d )  in by flat cars, b x  cars, whatever. 
Those two men would look after piling it, and makjng the 
beds. Then they'd put the came ore on top of that wood, 
they laid it on an angle, like on a 45 or sornething Iike that, 
then ail around the edges they'd square the pile. This is 
shown fiom one of h t t a  McPhaiI's (George Hamilton's 
daughter) photographs (Plate 8) (Anonymous, 1997). 

Carnile LafÎombois remembers when his father was in charge of cutting the wood 

that was used for the foundation (fuel) of the roast beds at O'Donnell. 

In 1927, when my dad was üiking contracts h m  INCO eh, 
so much a cord for wood, he cut it, and he piled it in the 
bush, that's when they started the roast bed Then we went 
back over there to 0'hnneLl and he was hauling the wood, 
hauled the wood for the roast bed, and they piled wood al1 
around and they put the ore inside and it would b m  the ore, 
roast the ore, and then in 1930 when they started the roasters 
in Copper Cl i f f  here, they closed it down eh? Then they 
took the tom a p m  There was a s c h d  there, there was a 
gnxexy store, there were boarding houses, sidewallcs. My 
dad spent a few winters over there cutting for INCO. Only 
in the winter, weil thaî was the only time you went there was 
to bring the wood out of the bush, with a sleigh and horses. 
Then they would load them onto the cars, and then INCO 
would skitch in and take the cars down to the roast bed, 
then they would throw the wood onto the roast beds. The 
wood must have been 10- 12 feet high. The first winter, 
when 1 was about 8 or 9 then, 1 was 10, I was born in 
1917, my dad used to drill holes in the ice and flood the 
water on the river, Vermilion River. By the pump house. 
To go across with the horses, to haul the wood to the other 
side. He'd be cumng al l  over on the other side, cut half way 
up to Crean Hill pretty near. Wherever the wood was, eh. 

3.3.2 Nationality of 09Donnel 1 Em ployees 
During the period of O'DonneU's construction and operation (1915-1930), there 

were workers fiom Britain, B ulgaria, Belgium, Scotland, Wales, Italy , Romania, Finland, 

Nonvay, Yugoslavia, Ireland, Sweden, France, Germany, Austria, the Ukaine, Poland, 



Plate 11. Roasting operation at Copper Cliff Mine, 1 890. Non-mechanized 
operation. This is the type of technology used at O'DonneU when it first 
opened, until1919 when the m e c h a n i d  bridge was built This photograph 
(MT.6-4) O 1890. Her Majestry the Queen in Right of Canada, reproduced 
h m  the collection of the National Air Photo IJbrary with permission of 
Natuml Resources Canada 





Russia, U.S.A., and Canada. Canadian workers were the most common nationaiïty 

o v d  hired to work at O9Dome& followed by Austnan, Italian, Finnish, and Russian 

(Figure 6) .  

Russian 

Finnish 

Figure 6. O'Donnell employee nationality of those hired. Taken from INCO employee 
cards (506 employee cards, 19 15-1930). 

In 1916, one hundred and twenty-three employees were hired, 35% of which were 

Ausoian workers, 24 % were Italian, 19% were Finnish, while only 10% were Canadian 

(Table 3). In 19 17, of the forty-nine hired, 35% were Canadian, 24% were hafian, and 

14% were Amaian. An increase in Austrian representation was seen in 1918. Of the 

seventy-one hired, 44% were Austrian, 14% were Russian, while both Canadian and 

Italian nationalities had a representation of 10%. Opentions were suspended with the 

mechanization of the roasting process (1919), and there was a labour surplus afier the end 

of the war in 1919, so it was not a go& tirne for hiring at OyDonnell. In 1919, Canadians 

represented 39% of the eighteen hired, while Ausuian workers accounted for 16%. 

However, 135 workers were Iiired in 1920. The majority were Canadians (63%), while 

Ausaians made up 12 % of the workforce hired, Russians 8%, and English only 5% 
(Table 3). O'Domell was closed for a period in 1921 and 1922, with hiring beginning 

again in 1923. Of the sixty-six men hired that year, 39% were Canadian, 14% Austrian, 

12% Polish, and 1 1 % Russian. Very few workers were hired between 1924 and 1930, 

while for thirteen workers, the starting date was not recorded (Table 3). 



Table 3. The number and nationality of employees that were fiired to work at O'Dome~ 
roastbed (19 14-1930). 

Canada's immigration policies dictated the availability of immigrant workers during 
the early 1900's. "British and English stock American immigrants were readily accorded 

high occupational and social s m s  in the country. But Eastern and Southem European 
immigrants were allowed..(into Canada) ... because of their brawn and industry and they 

were granted basic civil rights" (Avery, 1979). The attitudes of their Canadian hosts 

varïed both with time and economic circumstances. According to Avery, language, culture, 

occupation and place of residence, set the Empean immigrant apart in Canada, "and this 
social distance was lengthened by the suspicion and hostility many newcomers felt when 

they discovered Canada could not deliva what they had corne - or been led - to expect" 

(Avery, 1979). Many of the Eutopeans thought of the their Canadian residence as 
temporary, with theix wages supporting relatives iri Europe and improving the standard of 

living upon r e m  to the home country (Mckinnen, 1997; Avery, 1979). 

However, job security was not offered to the immigrant worker, making it difficult 

to eam enough money to either r e m  home to a bener standard of living, or pay the 

transportation of waiting family members to Canada (McKimen, 1997). In one year an 
immigrant worker might find himself in many different jobs: "In Febmary a lumber 



worker in Iroquois Falls, ON; in June a railroad nawy dong the National Transcontinental; 
in August a harvestcr in Grenfeu, Saskatchewan; in Novernber a mal miner in Femie, 

British Columbia" (Avery, 1979). This vâried work exmence is rdected in the INCO 
employee cards within the category of "previous employment"'. Many workers had recent 
experience with railway companies, lumber companies, constmction, farming (in Canada, 

as well their home country), paper mills, and other minhg and steel companies throughout 

Canada. The unskilled immigrant worker had a basic commodity to exchange - "his 

physical suength, his brute force, to carry, pull, push, tum, as a horse would do, or a 
piston or a wheel" (Sternes, 1975 as cited by Avery, 1979). The unstable labour market 

was a result of the employers attitude of the early 1900's as described in an article titled 
"the Development of the Capitalistic Labour Market in Canada" printed 1959, and quoted 

by Avery 1979. 
In this market the employer is confident that workers will be 
available whenever he wants th- so he feels free to hue 
them on a short terni basis, and to dismiss them whenever 
there is a monetary advantage in doing so .... labur to the 
employer is a variable cost .... From a broader point of view, 
the capiralistic labour market represents a pooling of the 
labour supplies and labour needs of many employers, so that 
a l i  may benefit by economizing on labour resewes 
(Pentland, 1959, as cited by Avery, 1979). 

These fluctuations in labour demand and the tendency for cornpanies to ternporarily 

discharge unskiiled labourers during slack pericds, produced deep hostility among 
immigrant workers. These idle periods not only prevented the accumulation of funds, but 
the workers were forced to deplete their saving, in tum postponing a profitable r e m  to 

their home country (McKinnen, 1997; Avery 1979). Bill McKinnen's Fimish grandfatha 
came to Canada and left his family behind in Finland. He visited his family in M a n d  a 

number of times before bomwing money nom the CCC to send for his family (wife and 

five daughters) in Finland as he was never able to Save enough money working for the 

Canadian Copper Company (McKimen, 1997). During O'Domell's operation, in 
response to a decrease in nickel demand after the war when steel annarnents had caused a 

large nickel demand, it closed for a period in 1921, laying off most of it's workforce. 

Maude O'Malley remembers her family living on wild rabbits caught by her father, during 

that winter. 

Often, the European migrant "absorbs at least superficially some of the n o m  and 

values of the host society ... After about one year, most polyannual [those travelling 

between heir home countxy and Canada more than once per year] migrants reaiize that 
short-terrn participation in a high-wage economy does not once and f a  aIi eliminate their 



deprivation back home, however sparian their conduct in the counûy of employment", 

Ieading to a significmt number of these "target workers" sealing in the receiving counûy. 
In tum, "the migrant becornes an immigrant" (Bohning 1972 as cited by Avay 1979), and 

a f k  three years residence could becorne a Canadian citizen and vote in Canadian elections 

(Macdonald, 1921 as cited by Avery, 1979). 
Canadian immigration policies h m  1896 to 1932 were smngly influenced by 

spokesmen for the labour intensive resource industries and the transportation companies. 

"OfficiaIIy, Canada wanted agriculüdists; but in practice thousands of the immigrants 

who came from Central and Southem Europe became either fuu-time or part-time industrial 

workers" ( A v q ,  1979). Rior to 19 14, Canada's immigration policy "emphasized the 

recruitment of stalwart peasants fkom Europe" who could both provide the much needed 

industrial labour on a casual or seasonal basis in the country, as well as help in western 
fkontier agicultural settlement (Avery, 1979). However, few of the prospective 

agriculturalists had the money to start famhg immediately, and in tum entemi the 

industrial wage economy. This c'open-door77 recruinnent of Empean agriculturalisrs 

essentially continued until the Great Depression of the 1930's (Avery, 1979). 
In order to supply the Western provinces with their much needed agriculturalists, 

the Immigration Branch would pay a bonus to steamship agents and colonization 

organizations for each agicultural immigrant brought into the country. "Unfortunateiy, 

there was no way to guarantee that particular immigrants were agriculturalists, or that once 

in the country they would be available for farm work". Many of these steamship agents 

assumed no responsibility, in exchange for the bonus. Among the rnost conmversial of 

these "emigration" organizations was the Saivation Army. In 1903, the army created a 

Department of Migration and Sealement for the transportation and placement of the 

"deserving" poor of Great Britain. The Salvation Army persuade. authorities to include 

them in the bonus scheme for bringiog agiculnimlists to Canada. "Bonus payrnents to the 

Army rose dramatically fkom $500 in 1903, to $9,052 in 1907 and to $25,000 in 1914, 

despite continual charges h m  the Trades and Labour Congress of Canada that most of 

these "agriculturalists" soon became industrial workers" (Avery 1979). 

The working conditions these employment agencies describeci to the Europeans 
were ofien very different than the real situation. Again, this was rdected in the O'DomeU 
employee cards. Employees argued that "wnditions were misrepresented by agents" as 

this was the documented reason for leaWig employment 

Canadian employas endured linle intemal opposition in their search for unskilled 

immigrant workers. "Occasionally native [Canadian] workers denounced the influx of 

large numbers of European agriculNlalists through their unions and newspapers, but they 



never launched a systematic carrrpaign against the practice" (Avery, 1979). Avery argued 
that few of these English speakhg men were interested in the socially undesirable jobs to 

be found in the mines, lumber camps and "at the end of steel" [railroad workers], therefore 

m a b g  jobs available to the European anivals. 
With the outbreak of Wald War 1 in August 19 14, the Federal govemment adopted 

a set of guidelines for dealing with the "enemy alien" resident of Canada which included 

registration and often intemment. Attitudes of employas and employees were influenced 

by sides taken in the first World War. - Among the persons classified as enemy aliens there 
were "393,320 of Gexman origin, 129,103 h m  the AustnMIungarian Empire, 3,8 80 
fkom the Turkish Empire, and several thousands from Bulgaria" (Avev, 1979). By the 

end of the war, over 80,000 of these "enemy aliens" had been registered, and 8,579 
interned at twenty-four different camps across Canada (Avery, 1979). In 1915 there was 
public pressure for companies to dismiss enemy aliens who had jobs, for "patriotic" 
reasons. However, labour intensive corporations argued that no one else would "undertake 
the rough, dirty jobs" (Avery, 1979). A compromise was reached at the Crow's Nest Coal 

Company where all 

naturalized d e d  enemy alien miners were retained; 
n a t m d k d  d e d  enemy aliens were promised work 
when it was available; the remainder of the enemy alien work 
force, some 300 in number, were temporarily intemed. 
Within two months, however, all but the "most dangerous" 
had k e n  released by Dominion authonties (Avery, 1979). 

With many young Canadians fighting in the first World War, there were severe 
labour shortages and immigrant workers were relied upon to carry out the manual labour 

both at the O'DonneU roast bed and elsewhere. As shown in Table 4, during 19 16 and 

1918 more than 85% of those hired to work at O ' D O M ~  wae  immigrant workers, while 

in 1917 more than 64% of those hired would fall into the foreign working class. From the 

s p ~ g  of 19 17 onwards foreign workers within Canada found themselves not only wanted 

by Canadian employers, but actually king drafred into the industrial labour force by the 

Federal government. In an attempt to address these labour shortages, as of August 1916, 

all men and women over the age of sixteen were required to register with the Canadian 
Registration Board, and by A@ 191 8 the anti-loafing act stated that "every male pason 

residing in the Dominion of Canada should be regularly engaged in some useful 
occupation". A photocopy of one of these regisaation cards from a former O ' D O M ~ ~ ~  
resident has k e n  pmvided in Appendix B. 

Many intemed prisoners of war (POW's) were released under contract to selected 
mining and Iiiilway cornpanies, both to cope with labour shortages and to minimize costs of 



operating the internent camps. However, during 19 16 and 19 17, there was a series of 
complaints fimm POW workers, and on one occasion thim-two Ausaian workers of the 

Canadian Pacific railway went on strike in the North Bay district in protest of dangerous 

working conditions and unsanitary living conditions. 'The ultimate fate of these workers 

was to be sentenced to 6 months imprisonment at the Bunvash prison farm for breach of 
contract". 

Before mechanization at O'Donnell in 1919 all the work on the roast bed was done 
manually, rquiring a workforce of more than two hundred. With the end of the war, 

many of these immigrant workers who had enabled mining operations to W ~ M U ~  during 
the war, were laid off, in order to vacate jobs for renimiog soldiers. "In the early months 
of 1919, the International Nickel Company dismissed 2,2ûû of their 3,200 employees, the 

vast majority of whom were foreigners" (Montreal Gazette, June 14, 19 19, as cited by 

Avery, 1979). Of those workers laid off at the O'DonneU roast bed in early 1919, nïnety- 
two percent were foreigners. 
3.3.3. Why workers left employment at 09Donnell 

Aside h m  k i n g  laid off, a large number of employees actually left There were a 
variety of reasons documented for employees leaving O'Do~ell ,  the most common reason 

was that they simply quit. Other reasons for employees leaving of theV own accord 

identined on these employee cards were that there was too much smoke at O'Donnell, they 

didn't like the job, they left because of sichess, the wages were too srnail, the work was 
too heavy, they were simply unhappy, and the conditions at O'Domell were 

"misrepresented" by placement agents. In addition, for one hundred and twenty employees 

no reasons were recorded by the employers, for leaving 09Donnell. Seventy eight of the 

total (15%) were laid off or fired, while 309 of the total (6 1%) left on their own accord 

(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Reasons for leaving employment at 07Donnell, as recorded on INCO 
employee cards (19 15- 1930). 
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Sulphur smoke was simply accepted as one of the working conditions at the roast 

bed site. The Canadian Copper Company (later INCO) had conml over the documentation 

of their employee cards. The company did not deny that workers quit because of "too 

much smoke", as they entered this reason on the employee cards themselves. Perhaps the 

company felt that this was more a reflection on the workers. For example, only those who 

were "stmng, and made of the right stuff" endured the O'DomeU working conditions. . 

The length of tMe workersstayed at O ' D O M ~ ~  ident5ed within the employee 

cards ranged 6rom one day, to eleven years. Of those cards that identifiecl both a starting 

and stopping date (406 in total), 63% worked for a month or less, 23% stayed longer than 

a rnonth, but less than 6 months, 5 % stayed more than 6 mos., but less than a year, 5% 

more than one year, but less than two, and only 4 % stayed working at O'Donnell for more 

than 2 years. These percentages include both those workers quiaing on their own accord, 

and also those £ired/laid off. Most of the parents of the residents that were inte~ewed,  

worked at O'Donnell for the duration of its operation (19 16-1930). Fomer O'Donneu 

residents intewiewed lived at O'Domell for 7-13 years. Eva Macdonald lived at O'Donnell 

fkom age 13 tilI age 20, at which time she moved to North Bay and shortly afterwards she 

was marri& Another former resident Iived at O'Donnell for 13 years and worhng at the 

roast yard was his f in t  job. He lefi once O'DomeU was closed and the village was 

abandoned. Others attended hi& school in Sudbury, but continued to visit their parents at 

O'Do~e l l  on weekends. Again, once it was closed most f a d e s  moved to Copper Cliff 

(Bryson, 1995). 

3.3.4 Working conditions at O'Donnell 
The working conditions that have been previously described by A 9  Coleman as a 

"choking environment" are reiterated by former O'Donnell residents. The sulphur smoke 

coming off the roast beds would have k e n  very acidic, and in addition contained 

particdate heavy metais and other contaminants. One former employee describes how 

workers avoided the sulphur smoke while working on the roasting beds. 

The big bridge, it dumped the ore h m  special made cars. 
M e r  it was roasted and it had cooled off enough, then they 
put the steam shovel into i t. It was usually ahead of the beds 
that were firing, so they wouldn't be working in the smoke 
and that, unless the wind changed, or sornething like that 
UsuaIly, (the smoke) was behind us al i  the time, we'd be up 
ahead where the beds were cool and that, and the bunùng 
beds were behind us, but it was very seldom the wind was 
blowing towards where we were working on the shovel. 
(Anonymous, 1997) 



3.4 Smoke quotes 

When foxmer O'Domefl residents were asked to descfibe the sulphur smoke 

comùig off the roast beds, the foIlowing were their responses: 

It wasn't very pleasant to breathe, but you wuld get by. 
While as long as it was a job, you took what you got. If the 
sulphur smoke was blowing your way, they just did what 
they could and if you couldn't see, someimes it would get 
real heavy you couldn't breathe, well they'd just lay back 
and wait, But they'd (the w0rke.n) stop when it got real 
heavy (Anonymous, 1997). 

In the winter time you know what we would have to do? 
We'd have to crawl on our han& and knees to go to schooI, 
because the sulphur smoke didn't corne till about a foot from 
the snow, and we'd put our nose down there and crawl to 
school. We lived at one end of the srreet and the school was 
at the other end. We'd go past the club house and 
evexything (Fox, 1997). 

We were downwind fiom it (the smoke) all the tirne, in the 
winter too. 1 can rernember one day missing school. We 
lived rnaybe 50 or 60 yards h m  school, you think, weii, 
you could do it with you eyes shut But, 1 took the sidewaik 
around and 1 missed the tunioff to the school. The smoke 
was that thick. 1 wdked there perpetually and sometirnes, 
you just couldn't see. There were times when you had to 
hold a handkerchief over your face, that didn't happen very 
often. You codd taste it (the sulphur) aIi right. The sulphur 
was bright yellow coming off the roast beds, it was a dense, 
yeIlow sulphur fog, as it goes across the country side it loses 
the yellow and it's only white when it gets to the village 
(Bryson, 1995). 

Eva Macdonald, who was 13 years old when her family moved to O'Donnell 

describes the sulphur smoke as: 

Thick like a fog, couldn't see your hand in front of your 
face. No one was ever sick. There were no bugs. The 
school house wasn't open in the 'Yog" because the kids 
couldn't crawl like the men, they had to feel their way 
(Macdonald, 1995). 

Ore spread and then they'd light it and that made the sulphur 
smoke. Choke us to death. That's why I'm healthy 1 was 
brought up in a place where it killed germs. You couldn't 
see your hand in front of you. My dad used to go to work in 
the morning, you will never believe this, you think I'm not 
teiling the buth, he'd have to lie down on the sidewalk for a 
few minutes to catch his breath to walk another few minutes, 



to go to work. AU the men. It would just be like, oh golly. 
Inside you were fine, it was outside where there was thick 
smoke spread. That wasn't every day. No, a dull &y like 
today, you'd have sulphur smoke. 'Ihey had sulphur 
smoke, not every day, but particularly on dull days. Evay 
weekend, we would have it (sulphin smoke) once or twice. 
Th& nose would bled every day. We were the healthiest 
gang that ever lived It killed the gexms (Macdonald, 1995). 

Cartuan Fielding who visited his broiher Frank Fielding who worked as a labourer 

at the O ' D O M ~ ~  roast bed, relayed a story to me, toldto him by his brother Frank: 

A teacher came to O'Domell and was staying at the boarding 
b u s e  and asked '%y are these Storm windows on in the 
middle of srlmmer?, WeII he (Frank) said, "if the wind 
blows, to keep the sulphur smoke out". He (the teacher) 
said "1 never heard of such a thing and I'm gonna get them 
windows taken off, can't s m d  windows in the summei'. 
SO, in the meanthe, about 12 o'clock or 1 o'clock in the 
maniing the wind swung around, and the teacher started to 
cough and bark because the smoke was coming in. Frank 
wenc over and said "1 told ya" he said "we shouid have them 
windows on there" he's says "you gotta suffer now", he 
says, "stay with it". The windows were put back on in the 
moming, they didn't bother tabjng the windows off in the 
summer anymore, cause die sdphur was s o  "intense" I 
guess you'd Say. 

Then he (Frank) tells another story, they'd go in late fall 
d o m  to Creighton to play hockey and my brother Frank 
said that he had to stay on the side of the road to guide the 
car, it was a nmow road to start with, but the smoke was so 
intense that he couldn't see the road so he'd Say "get over to 
the right, or a little to the left" a11 they got to Qeighton Mine. 
That's where they ended up playing but as soon as the wind 
was against you, it got quite severe, quite heavy, you cuuld 
hardly see through it. But the wind would change and 
they'd have better days 1 suppose. (Fielding, 1997). mote: 
Creighton is approximately 7 km k m  the 07Donnell roast 
bed] . 

Camile Lafrombois recaLis what the sulphur smoke was like when he and his family 
lived near the O'Doirnell roast bed in an old railway box car. 

You'd see the guy there, he didn't last very long, he didn't 
live very long, he died pretty Young, he was right on top of 
the ore, the shovel would take the ore and dump it on the top 
eh, and the gas, oh, the gas was so smng there that, when 
the wind blew from the south, we al had to get into the 
m m  and shut all the windows and the door and my mother 
would make beds out of blankets, you know, hung all 
around the bed, because, when the wuid tumed the other 



way, it was beautiful. But the south, when it came fkom the 
south, that was it (Lafhmbois, 1997). 

The smoky environment at OYDonnell was descxibed as unpleasant, but tolerable. 

The smoke was not constantly inundating OYDonneU9 so residents just "put up with it, 

because it was part of the job''. AU of the former O'Domell residents speak fondly of their 

times at O'Donneil, and sulphur smoke was just part of the phce, as was the lack of trees, 

and any other type of vegemtion. 

3.5 Health impacts from roasting process: 
Direct health impacts of the roasting process at 09Domell are impossible to defie, 

as with the description of any health impact. There are also many additional uncontrollable 

factors, such as diet, habits (such as smoking cigarettes), economic stams, genetic 

predisposition, individual sensitivities, etc. It has been estimated that there were substantial 

quantities of sulphur dioxide emitted h m  the r o a s ~ g  beds, and this in turn would have a 

direct impact on the more sensitive individuals (both plants and people) at 07Domell and 

the surrounding area For example, severe bronchospasm can be induceci in sensitive 

individu& by exposure to 5 ppm of sulphur dioxide (Amdur, 1975). At O'Donnell, this 

level of exposure would have k e n  reached on a fiequent basis. For workers at the roast 

yard, this spasm trigger of several ppm would occur each tirne they were downwind of the 

fired heaps. Amdur (1975) argues that industrial exposure of sensitive ùidividuals to 

sulphur dioxide would not be a problem due to "self selection" by the individual avoiding 

such working environments. Perhaps this sensitivity is somewhat reflected in the nurnber 

of employees leaving O'Domell due to these smolq conditions. The World Health 

Organization has set a human health based limit for sulphur dioxide exposure of 350 ug/m3. 

The effect of sulphur dioxide on plants has already been well established. Ironically, in 
Norway, the tolerance level for sulphur dioxide is set much lower for the environment (25 

ug/m3), than it is for humans (Noneth, 1992). 

Many of the former O'DomeU residents intefviewed feit that the smoky 

environment was actually beneficial to their healtb. Eva Macdonald at 95 years of age: 

"That's why I'm healthy, 1 was brought up in a place where it killed gem".  Evelyn Fox 

States that "nobody had the flu". These beliefs, that sulphur smoke was a blessing, was 
also shared by other communities. For example, in the United States, at Butte Montana, it 

was believed that ' l a  Grippe", (flu) was raging in Butte, in a much milder form than 
elsewhere because of the beneficial effacts of sulphur smoke. "It is the opinion of 

physicians that the sulphur smoke which -tes evexywhere had a discouraging effect 



upon the microbe and causes it to relax its grip". When Butte was considered for becoming 

the capital, the following argument was put forth. 

1 Say it would be a great deal better for otkr  cities in the 
territory if they had more smoke and less diphtheria and 
other diseases. It has k e n  beiieved by all the physicians of 
Butte that the smoke that sometirnes prevalls there is a 
disinfectant, and destroys the microbes that constitute the 
germs of disease . A t  would be a great advantage for other 
cities, as 1 have said to have a litde more. smoke and business 
activity and less disease (CIark, as cited by Smith, 1987). 

Continuing, this smoke advocate added, that the ladies were "very fond" of Butte 

"because thm is just enough arsenic there to give them a beautifid complexion and that is 
the reason the ladies of Butte are renowned wherever they go for their beautifid 

complexions" (Clark, as cited by Smith, 1987). 

Others, thought the sulphur smoke may cause some unwanted health impacts, bur 

most of the fomer O'DomeU residents that have k e n  interviewed saw no harm in the 

sulphur smoke. "A lot of people, they'd Say "it'll [the sulphur smoke] kilI you!" I'm stiil 

living, and I'm 84 years old. So, I don? know who it killed" (Anonymous, 1997). 
Maude O'Malley believes that since they al1 Iived "at 07Donnell, that's why we're living so 

old, because of the sulphur smoke". 

Other former residents described the impact of the sulphur smoke on their 

breathing, as weii as their eyes, but none of the residents objeczed to the presence of the 

smoke. "Oh, yeah, you'd cough, but that's about all, not too much" (Lalonde, 1997). 

Lorena McPhail describes the smoke at O'Domeil as the following. "Sulphur smoke, oh 

remember getting up in the morning and you couldn't see. And it smelt so bad. Sûong, 

you know. Your eyes would water and F u r  nose. But, then you'd get so used to it". 
Ali of the fomer 07Donneli residents were asked if their noses bled ofien during 

their time at 07Donnell since Eva Macdonald spoke of many workers experiencing daily 
nose bleeds (Macdonald, 1995). Loretta McPhailys response to nose bleeds was the 

following. 

No, my dad's did though, because he worked nght there. 
He used to corne home and his nose was all black and his 
tongue was black, and he spit up a lot of black stuff. It 
never hurt him, he died at 93, [he was] never sick, and my 
mother was the same, never sick. F e y  were] never in the 
hospital, no. It was just hard on your nose, and it made you 
cough. Some of them (workers) got sick. 1 often wonder if 
that was what was wrong with Evelyn (Fox), (since) her 
eyes used to be so sore aii the time. She had alasses when 
she was very Young. Her eyes bothered h7r (McPhaiI, 
1997). 



Evelyn Fox is convinced "that's why I've got asthma, 1 got asthma h m  the 

sulphur smoke". Camile Lafmmbois responded with "'oh, ya, you [would] get a headache 

you know and your eyes [would] water". 

Camile Lafmmbois recalls how they helped their horses when the sulphur smoke 

was "heavy". "They had a canvas bag and you'd put oats in the bag for the horse to feed, 
well they would just Wear that on the horse so their nose wouldn't bled eh, when the gas - 

(sulphur smoke) w& bad". Coping with the smoke at O'Donnell included avoidance, 

covering the face, closing windows, hanging blankets and other home remedies as 

described by Evelyn Fox (nee Gemia): 
My mother used to keep saucers of liquid ammonia to get the 
sulphur smoke out of the house. Out of the reach of 
children, She get rid of the fumes inside the house. She 
kept the saucers up on top of the buffet They had to do 
that. It would be heavy, and that, but] that was our 
livelihood, so [we] had to put up with it (Fox, 1997). 

According to Thomas (1965), sulphuric acid is partly or completely neutralized by 

available bases, including ammonia 

The potential health impact of smelter smoke was identifid as early as 1915 when 

air was deemed "unbreatheable" if it contained 70 pprn SO,. It was viewed that although 

these levels did not have "a toxic effect", they did cause "a spasmodic contraction of the air 
cells of the lungs" (Fulton, 1915). Fulton (19 15) noted disagreement among authonties, 

some of which felt these high levels of S 4  were distinctly harmful, while others argued 

that "although its (air containing 70 ppm of SOJ effect is highiy disagreeable, and of 
course not beneficial, t h e s h m  done by it is not serious". It was added that visitors found 
this type of atmosphere "practicaUy unbearable", while workers accustomed to this 

atmosphere did not "seem to suffer pennanent h m  fkom their contact with the gas" 

(Fulton, 19 15). 

Beyond the health impacts of the huge amount of sulphur dioxide emitted h m  the 

roasting process, O'Donneu residents and particularly workers, would have k e n  exposed 

to substantial levels of particulate heavy metals in the air. Nickel was first indicated as a 
causative agent in lung and nasal cancer in nickel refïnery workers in Clydach, South 

Wales. The rate of lung cancer in these wurkers was 16 cimes greater than in the general 
population of England and Wales (Shannon et al 1984 as cited by Christie and Katsifis, 

1990). The increase in the rate of nasal cancer was even more striking because this is a 
very rare type of caqcer. An excess risk of lung and nasal cancer has also been found in 



the nickel refinery workers in Ontario, Canada, and Kristiansand, Nonvay. In the 

Norwegian study of 3232 refinery workers, the incidence of cases of lung cancer was 

seven times higher than expected wwhile the incidence of nasal cancer was forty times higher 
than expected (Pedersen, et al, 1973 as cited by Christie and Katsifis, 1990). Areas 

smounding nickel smelters at the Kola peninsula, (NorwegianlRussian border) have 

experienced significant sulphur dioxide and heavy metal contamination since 1932. At the 

Zapoljamij plant in Russia they use a drying p e s s  that is operated similarly to that of the 

historical O'Donnell open roasting process, which causes heavy pollution. It has k e n  

estimated that exposure to nickel in the working environment of the mting  departments 

were regularly between 12mglm3 and 20 mg/m3, but occasionally were more than 10 times 

these levels (Norseth, 1992). hcreased mortdity due to cardiovascular disease and cancer 

have been recorded in two smelter cities in Russia, when compared with a non nickel 

smelter city (Norseth, 1992). This documentation of nickel as a human carcinogen was 

very strong and lefi Little doubt as to the relationship between occupational exposure to 

nickel and an increased incidence of lmg and nasal cancer (Christie and Katsifis, 1990). 

Higher dietary intake of nickel was found in the Sudbury region in 1975. Mcnveen 

and Balsiliie 1977 as cited by Cecutti and Nieboer, 1981, found edible portions of bean, 
radis h and lettuce grown in the ùnmediate vicinity of Sudbury were found to contain on the 

average, 9,5, and 3 thes ,  respectively, more nickel than control samples grown 50 Imi 
south east of Sudbury. High levels (appmximately 300 ug/L) of nickel were also found in 

the drinking water of the Sudbury region (Flora and Nieboer 1980, as cited by C ~ C U ~  and 

Nieboer, 1981) when compared to levels of 5 ug/L in other U.S. and Canadian cities 

(Sunderman et al, 1975 as cited by Cecutti and Nieboer, 198 1). In 198 1, it was 
determined that on average a resident of Sudbury consumed an average of 1850 ug Ni/day, 

compared with 420 ug for someone fiom the Winnipeg area (Cecutti and Nieboer, 1981). 

During the time of O ' D O M ~ ~ ' S  operation, most of the vegetables came h m  Creighton and 

would have contained elevated IeveIs of nickel, as refkcted in the soil chernistry for 

Creighton documented in Chapter 4. 

3.6 Environmental descriptions of area surrounding 09Donnell: 
The environment surrounding the OTDonnell roast bed was devastated, both by the 

cutting of the huge amount of wood used to fuel the roasting process, as well as the impact 

of the sulphur on the surrounding vegetation. When former O ' D o ~ e i l  residents were 

asked what they rernembered about the vegetation surrounding OTDomell, 1 received the 

foIlowing responses: 



There wasn't any. It wasn't hard to figure that one out. The 
sulphur smoke killed preny near everything. There were no 
fies or mosquitœs in m y  day, not up there. That sdphur 
smoke chased them fellas away. [You didn't have any 
mosquiîoes and black fies?] Not that 1 can remember thaî 
much, we might have had a certain day, depending on the 
wind, how it carried the smoke, the sulphur smoke. We 
ciidn't have any gardens are anything like that, no you 
couldn't grow anything. The t r e s  and that were all cut 
down, they used it for fire wood. Thae wasn't any to tdk 
about Actually we used to cal1 them the - "stump dodgers" 
playing hockey and that, ail the t m s  and that, they had died 
fkom the smoke. We had sidewallcs all around 
(Anonymous, 1997). 

"There wasn't a blade of grass around anywhere. Not a tree, not a blade of grass. 

We were îhere about 20 years ago and it's all grown up, the only way you could find it, 

was the water pipe, h m  our house and basements from the three houses with a cernent 

basement" (Fox, 1997). 

It was 5 to 6 miles alI the way down h m  Creighton, all the 
way down to Crean Hill, that wouid be 5 or 6 miles, and all  
around, everyttiing died. There wasn't a tree, there wasn't a 
grass or nothhg there. Everything just bumt to a crisp. 
Then afier about 5 or 6 years afta they shut d o m ,  then it 
started growing. You can't believe how big the irees are 
there now, already there. That's 5 Q 6 û  years ago. It was 5 
or 6 years before the g a s s  and the trees smrted growing, 
small mes. There was nothing there for a long time, nothing 
for the moose to eat, now they have quite a bit of grass and 
stuff to eat (Lafiornbois, 1997). 

It's a miracle that anything can grow there after ail of the 
sulphur smoke. 1 phted potatoes in between the houses 
and they came up so nice, and the sulphur come and they 
were gone. I was surprised myself, after king there for 
years and going back I couldn't believe that there were e s  
and grass, snakes and bears. It's wonderhl. The housing 
was good, 1 think they were weU looked afier, we had ail 
our good water and ail the iœ we wanted. It was a l l  free. 
The only thing we couldn't have was a garden (McPhail, 
2997). 

There was nothing. We went down to the little creek and my 
dad would Say "you can eat these" and he used to cal1 them 
pomme de terre. Do you remember that? Yeah. We used to 
dig those near the creek, and they never killed us. No, they 
were good. I think the Denomees ate them aU (O'Malley, 
1997). 

[For a] 3 mile radius from the O'DomeU [roast bed, there 
was] no vegetation Cherry trees were the f h t  to corne up 



h m  the seeds of eating chemes. mere was] not a blade of 
grass. If you brought a plant to your house it would get 
kilIed h m  the sulphur smoke. You couldn't keep any 
greens, it was abçolutely bamn (Macdonald, 1995). 

As a result of the sulphur smoke, there was no possibility of growing vegetables, 

nor having house plants of any khd. Most of the O ' D O M ~  residents do however, 
remember having pets in the f o m  of dogs, cats, pigeons and a gound hog. 

The only pet we had was a ground hog. Dad brought him 
home one day, and we made a pet out of him. Usually, 
they're supposed ro go away in the enter, hibemating, and 
he made a house under o u  sink, we had taps but we didn't 
have anything, no s h k  or anything, so he made his bed there 
and stayed ail winter. We fed him tomatoes (McPhail, 
1997). 

The amount of ore roasted and it's impact on its smomduig environment was 
extensive. With the ininai operation at O ' D O M ~  in 1916 there were over 200 workers. 

250,000 tons of ore roasting on its heaps at one tirne. The process reduced the sulphur 

fkom over 60 per cent of its ore down to a sulphur content of 10 to 12 per cent (RONC, 

1917). With the building of the ore "bridge" in 1919, even more ore was roasted at one 

t h e .  This mechanization also had an impact on the social environment of O'Donnell with 

the work force king  substantially reduced, as well as the physical environment, with the 

amount of ore king roasted uicreasing dramatically, resulting in a pronounced increase in 

sulphur fume emissions. 

3.7 Examples of sirnilar "roasting damage'' in United States: 

Haywood (1907) reported on the injury to the vegetation in the region surrounding 

the copper smelter areas of Redding C a l i f h a ,  Ducktown Tennessee and Anaconda 

Montana. Though well aware of the presence of toxic metais in the air and soil, he States 

that, since the cornplaints only concerned sulfur dioxide, that is what he studied. At 

Copper Hill, Tennessee, 17,000 acres were completely devastami. Beyond this zone of 

devastation, species diversity gradually increased with disrance, radiating outwards fiom 

the smelters. Damage was greatest on uplands and on slopes facing the smelter 

(Hutchinson, 1979). Haywood (1907) noted, but did not report on the probability of 

contamuiants such as arsenic, copper, and antimony king emitted and, in turn, 

contamhating the soii at Ducktown, Tennessee. Thomas (1965) described the impact of 

open roasting in Duck~~wn, Tennessee, during the early days of the industry (before 

1905). "The sulphur bmed off in a concentrated low-lying smoke, which moved with the 



wind close to the ground over the surrounding country, Icilling all the vegetation, 

sometimes for several miles. Erosion of topsoil folïowed the death of the plants". Fi@ 
years latm, there was no evidence of recovery within a five mile radius surrounding this 

roasting site, in spite of re-plantations by the Goverment in the 1930's (Thomas, 1965). 
The early days of copper smelting in Montana were described by Harmian 1976, as 

cited by Hutchüison 1979. 
D-g the early years of cupper mining in Butte, the ore 
was hauled by wagon to Corinne, Utah. From there the ore 
was shipped to the east coz5t be rail and on to the smelters at 
Swansea, Waies. Between 1875 and 188 1 many new silver 
and copper mines began operation in the Butte area. Hauling 
ore was labonous and expensive. Because of the increased 
mining, çeveral smelters and concennation plants were 
established as early as 1886. The smelting process involved 
the roastïng of ore in heaps of open piles. The heap roastuig 
was cheap and reasonably efficient Large lumps of almost 
pure sulphide ore were intennixed with layers of logs. ïhe 
size of the heaps vâried, king as long as a city block, as 
wide as a city Street and as high as a man. They were ignited 
and a slow buming process was begun which removed a i l  
but 8% of the sulphur of the ore. Buming iasted for 2-3 
weeks, releasing continuous clouds of smoke and fumes. 

Taskey, 1972 (as cited by Hutchinson 1979) quotes Davis (1921), who also visited 

Bune Montana during this period of open roasting: 

We watched a game of faro for a few moments, and then 
passed on to the barren stretch that led to Butte. What 
seemed to be a low-hanging cloud hid the camp fiom view. 
Only a few mine shacks on the brow of the hill could be 
seen. Not fa .  dong towards the city, ore was king roasted 
outside in the grounds of the reduction works, the fumes 
rising in clouds of cobalt blue, fading into gray, as it settled 
over the t o m  like a p d .  Indians called the dumps of ore 
"stinking piles." 

The driver reined his horses as we entered the cloud of 
stifling sulphur and cautiously guided them up the hill. A 
policeman, with a sponge over his mouth and nose, to 
protect hUn from the fumes, led us to a little hotel in 
Broadway, for we could not see across the street. Lanterns 
and torches were carried by some to light the way through 
the sdphur cloud. (I3artma.n 1976, as cited by Hutchinson, 
1979). 

Clearly open roasting in the United States and at Sudbury produced extreme 
conditions of air pollution. The colour of the smoke indicates sulphur and heavy metal 
particulates, both having considerable human and environmental health consequences. 



3.8 The Community of 09Donnell: 

The t om of 07Donnell was built by the Canadian Copper Company, for the sole 

purpose of housing the roast bed workers and their families. It was located dong the 

Algoma Eastern Railway line, approximately 3 miles east of the Vermilion River, and one 

mile east (downwind) of the O7Dome~ Roast Bed (see Figure 3, and Plate 6). The 

population of O ' D O M ~  was over 200 in the early days of its operation. The four streets 

were named, Ellis, Vermilion, Foley, and Savage (Figure 8). 
O'Do~e l l  originally had a store, post office, jailhouse, club house, boarding 

houses, and school house in addition to the family dwellings. There was a constable 

working at 07Donnell h m  1915 to 1920 when he was laid off. With the drastic reduction 

in number of employees, due to the mechanization of the roast bed in 1919, there was no 

longer a need for the jailhouse to continue to operate (Anonymous, 1997). 
The life of the children revolved around the school house, where only English was 

taught and spoken (mates 12, 13, 14,.15). Each of the former O'Donnell residents fondly 

remembers his or her t h e  spent in the one-mm school house where they attended until 

senior fourth (grade 8) before trying their entrance exams in Sudbury and rnany of them 

(particularly the boys) then going on to high school there (Plate 18). All grades were 

tâught in the same room, around the large wood stove located in the center of the room. 

Maude O 'Malley fondly remembers reading every book in the school library . Teachers, 

b t h  male and female, were at O'Donnell for 2 year placements and were ail unmanied at 

that time. Many of the teachers participated in sporthg ativities, such as hockey, with the 

children. There was a cenaally located skating rink which was very active during the 

winter months, used by both adults and chüdren (Plates 20 and 22). They also skated on a 

h z e n  creek, just to the east of the village. Loretta McPhd remembers skating on the ice 

over the creek, while watching the ninning water beneath the ice. The landscape 

surrounding O'Donnell was such that t hm were many hüls, with no mes, only sturnps 

that had to be avoided during tobogganing (Plate 26). When there w2s a lot of snow the 

stumps would be covered, making tobogganing popular in winter. Each Chrismias was 

celebrated at school with a Christmas concert, with the whole village in attendance. 



Figure 8. Map of the O'Donnell Townsite. Compare with Plate 6 for Location with 
respect to the roast bed. Courtesy of INCO archives. 





Plate 12. Young dass ùi h n t  of O'DomeU school house, approximately 19 18 
Courtesy of Bill McKinnen. 

Plate 13. O ' D O M ~ ~ ~  school house, and students - 07Donnell. Courtesy of Bob 
Bryson. 

Plate 14. Children at O'Donnell with school teacher Harry Cooper. Comesy of Bob 
Bryson. 

Plate 15. S tudents and teacher (Harry Cooper) sitting on sidewalk with school house 
in background. Courtesy of Bob Bryson. 





Plate 16. Junior fourth class (1928) Front left - clockwise: M a  Germa, Evelyn 
Hildebrant, Andy Bryson, Unknown, and Joyce Bray. Courtesy of Bob 
Bryson. 

Plate 17. Small children in front of school house (1920). Notice British flag. 

Plate 18. O'Donnell: Senior fourth cIass (1928) Front lefi - clockwise: Maude 
O'Malley (ne Denomme), Leo Lalonde, Bob Bryson, and Evelyn Fox (nee 
Germa) Courtesy of Bob Bryson. 

Plate 19. Children in front of building, some on bicycles. Counesy of Bob Bryson. 





Plate 20. Hockey players and dog on ice rink at OYDonnell. Courtesy of Loretta 
McPhail. 

Plate 21. Workers fishing at the Vermilion River, just a next to the O ' D O M ~  roast 
bed Notice the condition of the b k h  trees in the background. (Left to 
right: George Hamilton, Orval Dunsmore, and Gordon Coeff). Courtesy 
of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 22. Women at O'Donnell trying their hand at hockey. Courtesy of Bob Bryson. 

Plate 23. - Baseball players at O'DomeU (Lalonde family). Courtesy of Bob Bryson. 





Plate 24. Loretta McPhd and Eddie Lalonde. Notice lack of vegetation in 
background. Courtesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 25. Pet pigeons at 07Donnell with a young Bob Bryson. Courtesy of Bob 
Bry son. 

Plate 26- Eva Macdonald and f'riend, Notice Iack of vegetation (stumps) in 
background. Courtesy of Maude 07MaUey. 

Plate 27. George Dunsmore ran the boarding house at O'DomeH, here he is with Don 
Bray, modeling a "hat exchange" in h n t  of the boarding housë on the 
Dunsmure vehicle. Courtesy of Loreîîa McPhaiI. 





In the summer the ska~g/hockey rink wodd be converted into a baseball field, with the 

boys and girls a l l  playing together. Swirnming, both in the creek and at the Vermilion 

Riva were also favoirrite sllrnmer ativities (Plate 21 and Plate 23). 
The Sudbury region's acidic mils are well h o m  for their growth of bluebemes. 

O'Donnell residents had to walk miles, to the western side of the V e d o n  River to have 

access to these berries. Bluebemy picking was an activity in which every child at 

OYDomell participated. The mothers would make pies and some O'Domell residents 

would make wine, not only h m  bluebemes, but choke cherries as well (Lawrence 

Lalonde, 1997). 

The cenually located club house provided a space for dances, which were held 

every two weeks, on Friday night, in addition to king a boarding house for 12 single, 

English speaking men. The men would pay for the three man orchestra to come h m  

Creighton and the women would provide the "lunch" (Macdonald, 1995). The store/post 

office was operateci by George Dunsmore. Former O'Donne~ residents Eva Macdonald 

and Maude O'Malley both have fond mernories of their tirne spent working for him (Plate 

Well, 1 worked for Mr. Dunsmore for 10 years. 1 was still 
at school and he went to my dad one day, and I was short 
and tiny, there was nothing to me those days, he went to my 
dad and said "once Eva graduates to enirance class, is she 
going to go to high school?" My dad said T m  sorry, but 
we can't afford to send o u  kids ffom here to board in 
Sudbury, 15 miles out, and pay their own way and ail that, 
he said, no she won? be going to no high school she'll have 
to educate herseif some other way" So he said "weli, she's 
going to work for me". "Oh" he said, "no she's not, she's 
too MY and we necd her at home" But Mr. Dunsmore won. 
The day I quit school, he put me in the store and there was a 
Post office (Macdonald, 1995). 

Many worken would send money orders home to their families in other countries 

and if Eva Macdonald didn't know how to speli the address she would ask the workers if 

they minded her giving them the feceipt after work and would then look up the correct 

spelling in the dictionary. 

Did 1 ever educate myself. There was al l  nations and they'd 
come and they'd send money orders home. 'Do you mind if 
1 give you the receipt at noon". They always came and 
bought their tobacco and whatever they needed before they 
went to work. They'd say "oh no". Cause 1 couldn't speii 
the word that they were giWig me and I wanted to look up in 
the dictionary. Money orders, you can't make mistalces. 
They'd send hundreds of dollars. And they &ted me. I'm 
a good writer. When you get older you lose memory, but 1 



don't. I'm getîing wiser and wiser everyday (Macdonald, 
19%). 

Ev2 Macdonald would open the store in the m o d g  for the men to get their 

cigarettes, before work and she would then close it durhg the &y while the men were at 

work. 

The men would all go to work, they wuldn't buy a l l  day. 
Then the women at home would have k m  4 p.m. till as late 
as they wanted to buy for their supper. I'd open the store 
just around 4 p.m. So the store would be closed a l l  day, so 
to pass the time I would go to the Club house and do all the 
ironing. I'd iron the sheets, piUow cases. Had to do 
something to eam your money, $25/month and board and 
room, it was big wages those days. When 1 quit [to get 
d e d ]  I e m e d  $45/month. I left when it closed 
(Macdonald, 1995). 

Afier the final closure of the store at O'DomeU, goceries were brought by Sam 
Ferra' h m  Creighton twice per week (Plate 28). 

Maude O'Malley 's duties at the club house included looking after the youngest 

Dunsmore chU, Evelyn. Even after OYDonneiI closed, Maude went to Copper Cliff and 

continuai to live with the Dunsmres (Plate 30). OYDonnell had additional large boarding 
houses which also housed single men. Eva Macdonald (1995) remembers that each 

boârding house had a ethnic p u p .  For example al1 of the Italian workers lived in one, all 

of the Finnish workers in another and so on. Woricers that spoke the sarne language wodd 

not only live together in these boarding houses, but would also work on the same crew. 
Although not directly reflected in the number of employee car& docurnented in this thesis, 

perhaps those workers who benefited from this type of fellowship chose to stay working 

O'Donnell for a longer penod of tirne than those without this type of community bond. 

The map of the town of O'Donnell (Figure 8) shows a butcher shop, a "dry" where 

men would shower afier work, a jail house, ten larger single farnily dwellings, another 10 

houses divided into tsvo separate dwellings, and 17 old railway box cars that were used as 

houses. AU of these buildings were rented to O ' D o m e ~  employees. The rent for a farnily 

would typically range h m  $2.00 to $9.00 per month. Bill McKimen's Finnish relatives 

lived in a box car, and paid a monthly rent of $2.00. These box cars were located closer to 

the roasting process than the rest of the town and today the indentations are still present in 

the ground where the box cars were placed. Of the former O'Domell residents I've spoken 

to, few of them remember those who lived in the box cars. Evelyn Fox (nee Germa) 1997 

remembers going to give English lessons to a Ukrainian women. living in one of the box 

cars, who had married an employee of the 0'Domel.l roast bed. Housing areas were 



Plate 28. Iohnny Zanier delivery wagon similar to the one used at O'Domell. 
Courtesy of Tom Davies. 

Plate 29. The Bryson Family on the steps of their house at O'Domell. Courtesy of 
Bob Bryson. 





Plate 30. Maude O' Malley with her sister, mother and father. Maude is the youngest. 
This picture was taken on the rock just in front of their house at O'Donnell. 
Courtesy of Maude O'Malley- 





differentiated both economically and socially. At O'Donnell, the supeMsors were 

provideci with large, cernent foundation dwellings, while the immigrant workers were 
housed in "renovated" box cars (Plates 3 1,32,33 and 34). This type of segregation was 
common in early mining communities (Alanen, 1979; Golu; 1989). Another example that 
all workers may not have been treated equally, or simply a difference in economic status is 

demonstrated by one fornia O'Donnell resident recalling that coal was provided for 
domestic use, while another rernembers that she and her siblings stole coal h m  the coal 
pile, to bring home for her parents to use. 

Former O'Domell residents describe the local community that existed as being one 

big family where everyone got along and they functioned as a unit However, the language 
barriers many of the workers aud the* children would have experienced mÿst have put a 

sirah on close interaction. Many times fornier residents tallc of "everyone" coming to a 
function such as the dances (Eva Macdonald) and the school concerts (Maude O'Malley, 

Bob Bryson) but when asked if the people who lived in the box cars attended the response 
was "Oh, no, not hem, we didn't have much to do with those people" (Macdonald, 1997). 

Eva Macdonald attributed this to the fact that they didn't speak the same language and that 
"they (the immigrants) did their own thing''. Even though her family only spoke French at 

home, they didn't seem to have the same problems with speaking English. 
The townsite was laid out, as many mining comrnunities were at that tirne, in an 

organized standardized fashion (Alanen, 1979). It was located next to the railway, within 
walking distance of the roast yard, but far enough away to enable b l a s ~ g  to take place at 

the roast yard, without injury to O ' D O M ~  residents (Bryson, 1995). As a former 

O'Domefl resident mentioned "the location of the roast yard was most important, the 

location of the comrnunity was seconda~y'~. If the townsite had k e n  located on the other 

side of the Vermilion River, at equal distance, the residents would have had many fewer 

sulphur smoke fumigations. 

As a teenager at O'Donnell, Loretta McPhail sold a prize winning number of 

greeting car& and won a camera for her efforts. This camera proved valuable in recordhg 

history at O'Donnell. 
You know, 1 don't even remember how corne 1 started 
selling Christmas cards. 1 don? remember that at all. 1 must 
have gotten the name from somewhere and sent away. They 
used to send hem to me all the tirne, 1 didn't order them, 
they used to send me a l l  the time. I'd send the money back, 
and 1 got that camera as a gift 1 was so pleased with that 
camera (McPhail, 1997). 



Plate 31. Eddie Lalonde on steps with boss Richardson's house in the background 
Courtesy of Loretta McPnail. 

Plate 32. Loretta McPhail as a young girl on the O'Donneil sidewallc. Notice the row 
of buildings in the background. Courtesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 33. Loretta McPhail when she fived at 07DomelI. Notice the size of building in 
the background. Compare this size of building to that found in Plate 31. 
Courtesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 34. Blanche Hamilton on sidewalk at O'DOM~U- Notice lack of végetation, and 
sidewalks joining the houses. Courtesy of  Loretta McPhail. 





Plate 35. O'Donnell roast bed workers on their way to work Left: Sandy Butler, and 
right: George Mapes. Coiatesy of Loretta McPhail. 

Plate 36. Children at O'DonneL Courtesy of Bob Bryson. 





Plate 37. A&d view showing vegetationd recovery surroundhg the O'DOM~U roast 
bed, 1979. 

Plate 38. Ground View of O'Domell, 1995 (Symington Sager) 





Plate 39. Aerial view of recovery surrounding the O'DomeU roast bed, 1979. 



Plate 40. Bob Bryson with remnant house foundations at the O'Donnell townsite. 
1979. Very few houses had these foundations, most houses had w d e n  
post foundations (INCO). 





Plate 41. O'Donnell townsite club house remnants, 1997 (S yrnington Sager). 

Plate 42. O'DomeU townsite schod house remnants, 1997 (Symington Sager). 





Loretta's pictures of the O'Domell town site show the type of buildings, the 

sidewalks and the lack of vegetation in the surrounding area (Plates 21,24,25,26,27,3 1, 
32,33,34 and 35). With this lack of vegetation, there was nothing to hold the clay-like 

soil together and it would literally tum into quick sand with any min fall (Bryson, 1996). 

Within the town itseIf? an extensive system of wooden sidewalks comected d of the 

buildings and streets. 
The mining company exerted "conaol" over their workers through housing, 

employment and pamnage as shown by the following Copper Cliff example. 
A.P. Turner, president of the Canadian Copper Company, in 
1902, was detennined to gain complete conml of the town 
of Copper Cliff, and following the introduction in 1903, of 
more saingent land leases, he openly used the threats of 
dismissal, eviction, and lease cancehtion to control town 
inhabitans, who M y  believed that even voicing political 
views contrary to those held by the cornpany would result in 
either or both penalties king applied. (Town of Copper 
Clin, Council Minutes, 1905 as cited by Goltz, 1989). 

Wielding lease cancellation and dismissal h m  employment 
as weapons, Tumer destroyed the mayor's retail business in 
1905, elllninated him fkom the CCC worHorce, halted tiis 
career in municipal politics, and insured that the t o m  
council becorne and remain a company agent. The rnayor, a 
dry goods merchant and smelter foreman, had successfully 
opposed a company candidate for the rnayoralty, and in 
retaliation, Turner had withdrawn company patronage from 
the mayor's store, dismissed him from his smelter position, 
canceled his land ease, and given him four months to leave 
town. As a non-resident, the merchant could not retain his 
municipal office (Goltz, 1989). 

Carman Fielding remembers his father seeking compensation for crop damage in 

1916. The fKst question WC0 officials would ask his father George Fielding, was "how 
many sons do you have working for us?" Here, again, they attempted to control sulphur 

damage cornplaints with the implicit threat of his sons' dismissal h m  employment. 

Former O'Domell residents speak highly of INCO. While they lWed at oYDonnell 

they felt that they were well taken care of and that the company 'cpvided" for them. 
Everything h m  a s k a ~ g  rink, to fire wood, to Bush toilets and garbage collection. 'Ihis 

reliance on the company has been demonstrated in mmy company towns in North Amenca. 

Ofien company town residents failed to realize that they were "trading thei. social and 

political rights for the perceived benefits of company sponsored pmgrams" (Alanen, 1979). 
O'Domell workers endured heavy sulphur fumigations which made it difficult to breathe 



and in addition to p r e v e n ~ g  any vegetation h m  growing in the area. However, these 
workers were not financially compensated nor pvided with additional incentive beyond 
wages to endure these adverse conditions at 0'Domel.L 

Public perceptions towards e n m n t a l  damage and pollution in general, with 

respect to .industrialization, have changed over the. During the early part of this century, 

smoke and pollution was viewed as a sign of prospexity and progress and in nim was 
widely accepted as the price of wealth. This acceptance is reflccted in the infomtion 
included on the INCO employee cards. The CCC (Iater INCO) made no atternpt to hide the 

fact that their employees left because of the unfavourable "smoky" working conditions at 
O'Domell. These smoke fïlled conditions were accepted by both workers and residents of 

O'Donnell simply as a re~uirement of the mining p m s s  and "part of the job". This type 

of community acceptance was investigated in 1968 in a &g town in the United States, 
that was dependent on a nearby steel mül. Community residents were asked about how 
they felt about the pollution the steel mill produced The smdy asked the question "1s there 
an air pollution pmblem in your city?" Eighty per cent of the residents not economically 

dependent on the steel mill were bothered by air pollution, while onLy 17% of those 

dependent on it 'perceived a problem" (Creer, 1968 as cited by Treshow and Franklin, 
1989). Again, economic stability was a primary concem and if residents were financially 

dependent upon the polluter, they were willing to accepc this pollution as part of the 

package. 
Visiting the histonc site of O'DomeU is an incredible expenence and one that is 

hard to describe- The site of the roast bed is now a dramatic, predominant red scar, that 

resembles a landing strip in the middle of a birch forest (Plates 37,38 and 39). Today, 
over sixtyeight years after INCO stopped roasting at this site, when one walks around the 

abandoned yard there is still a smng  sulphur odor. It's an incredible place, where one's 

imagination can recreate the smells and sounds of the working environment of O7Domell. 



4.0 Present status of Residual Environmental Impact of the 

09Donnell Roast Bed 
An assessrnent of the present-day contamination of the roast yard and surroundhg 
terrestrial are& 

4.1 Introduction: 
During the operation of the O'Domell roast yard (1916-1929) the immediate naniral. 

surroundings were devastated It was stated by former O7Domell residents that there was 

no green vegetation within a three mile radius. The abrupt closure and abandonment of the 

O'Domell roast yard in 1929 with it's a sha ted  t o m  site, provided an unusual 

opportunity for "natural" recovery of the smunding ecosystem to occur away h m  urban 
and highway stresses. Skty-nhe years after the closure of O'Donnell, the roast yard itseif 

is still a siriking unvegetated 2 km, "landing strïp" in the middle of a birch-dominated forest 

(Plate 37,38 and 39), but the birch forest now has r e - p w n  to the edge of this roast yard. 

The objectives of this chapter are both to document the ecological recovery of the 

roast bed and its surroundings, and to determine if residud environmental toxicity persists 

at this site. Soil chemistry and pH were assessed to determine the relative phytotoxicity of 

the region. Since soils provide the foundation upon which all vegetation establishes they 

must provide a hospitable environment for plant p w t h .  The vegetational cornmunities 

presently at O'DomeU are described for the roast bed and the surroundïng area. In 

addition, cores were taken of some older trees and their tree rings were chemically analyzed 
(dendrochemistry) to help reconsmct the pollution history of the region since operations at 

the roast bed ceased. 

Dendrochronology as defined by Eritts, 1976 is "the science that deals with the 

dating and study of annual p w t h  layers in wood". It is based on the concept that mes lay 
down annual rings which are the result of varying physiological conditions that affect the 

ceus fomed hughout  a growing season. "At the beginning of growth in the spring, 

large thh-walled cells are produced. As the end of the season nears, smaller cells with 

thicker waUs are formed. The ring boundary is the abrupt change in cell size between the 

small c e k  fomed at the end of one growing season and the large cells formed at the 

beginnuig of the next" (Fritts, 1976). These annual rings can be measured to determine the 

years growth and it has dso k e n  shown that varying climatic conditions such as severe 

fkost have k e n  recorde. in these annual rings (Fntts, 1976). 
Dendrochemistry has been defmed as combining "techniques in dendrochmnology, 

soii chemistry and plant physiology for monitoring environmental change (Guyette et al. 



1992, as cited by Watmough, 1997). Dendrochemistry assumes that the chemical 
composition of an annual tree ring at least partiaIly reflects the chemistry of the environment 
to which it was exposed during the year in which it was f d  (Amato, 1988, as cited by 
Waimough, 1997). The pathways by which a chemical may be deposited within an annual 
~g hclude: 1) via root uptake fkom the soil, 2) deposition on the aunk foilowed by 
transport through the bark, and 3) foliar uptake h m  the aümsphere. 

Within the terrestrial system the absence of vegetation was an obvious resdt of the 

minhg processes. Prior to the late 196û's, this lack of vegetation was mauily attributed to 

the impact of sulphur alone. Early studies by Katz (1939) documented the effects of 

sulphur dioxide fkm m e d  smelters on vegetation at Trail in British Columbia, while 
Linzon (1958) explored the d u e n c e  of smelter fumes on the growth of white pine in the 

Sudbiuy region. In 1944, Sulphur Dioxide Investigation was inauguratecl by the Dept of 

Lands and Forests. The h t  conference included representatives from the Dept of Lands 

and Forests, the Dept of Mines, INCO and Falconbndge Nickel Mines. The purpose of 
this m e e ~ g  was: " 1) To investigate the aiieged injury to forest growth by smelter fumes. 
2) If injury exists, to detamine the area affected. 3) To suggest m u r e s  leading to the 
reduction or elimination of the causes of the injury" (Haddow, 1945). Research focused 
on meteorology, atmospheric sulphur dioxide levels, conifer foliage sulphur content, 

controlled fumigation studies, lichen distribution and overall assessment of forest damage. 
Startïng in 1939, there were fire towers that made observations of sulphur dispersai. 

Visual obsexvations gave information on the distribution of sulphur dioxide and "the sense 

of smell provideci a rough way of estimating the strength of fumigations" (Haddow, 1945). 

Haddow recorded observations in the course of extensive travel both by car and airplane. 
An example of these observations is the following: 

On Iuly lath, in the early morning, the writer observed 
smoke, presumably h m  Copper Cliff, from Bear Island, 
Temagarni. It lay as a billowy stratum, in alrnost calm air, 
stretching NE-SW, the base at about 1000-1500 feet. The 
margin, which was just West of Bear Island, showed 
irregular wisps of light bluish smoke, while the central part 
of the sneam, whose width was seveml miles, appeared as a 
succession of long, dark brownish, curved billows or rolls, 
roughly parallel, and at nght angles to the direction in which 
the smoke had been carried. Without howledge of this 
observation. Chef Ranger H o m  later reported to me that 
he had srnelied the smoke very strongly over the lake at 8 
o'clock that morning, at about 1.200 feet, while en route to 
Sudbury (Haddow, 1945). 



Expenditures by the Ontario Dept of Lands and Forests on sulphur fumes 
investigation totaïled $55, 862.55 during the period Apd 1944-Mar& 1949. Intensive 

investigations were also wnducted diaing the summers of 1942 and 1944, when the 

smelters were in peak production for the W.W.11 effort. During this period, Sudbury 
smoke could be seen fiom fire towers located more than 1U) km away, and the smell of the 

sulphur could be detected at a distance of 60 km (Murray and Haddow, 1945). "Severe 

bms" of tree foliage had occurred at 35 imi to the northeast, 20 km to the north, and 20 

krn to the south of the smelters (Winteafialder, 1995). Linzon (1958, 197 1) documented 
white pine sensitivity to sulphur dioxide as weU as desaïbing increased mortality and 

decreased growth of white pine as far as 40 k m  northeast of the ore srnelters (Winterhalder, 

1995). 

Gorham and Gordon (1960a) determined sulphate concentrations in soils and pond 
water and examined the plant distribution dong a NNE aansect h m  the Fdconbndge 

smelter near Sudbury. The number of macrophyte species decked sharply within 6.4- 

11.2 km of the smelters, while the amount of bare ground increased as distance to the 

smelter decreased. As distance from the smelter increased, sulphate Ievels decreased in 

both the terrestrial and aquatic environments (Gorham and Gordon 196ûa). Also, in 1960, 

these same authors reported on the fall-out pattern of sulphur dioude h m  smelter fumes 

and its impact upon both vegetation and lake water (Gorham and Gordon, 196ûb). They 

identifiai the extent of mwn damage of trees using the following categories: not obvious, 

moderate, considerable, severe, and very severe damage. The tree species present in the 

severe damage category were red maple, red oak and white birch, with only red maple and 

red oak in the very severe damaged areas. Extensive damage to vegetation was restricted to 

the area within 8 km of the smelters, which was the same area within which exaernely high 

levels of sulphur fall-out weie observed (Gorham and Gordon, 1960b). 
Problems of heavy metal accumulation in mils and vegetation as a result of air 

bome contaminants h m  stack emissions b m  smelting complexes have k e n  documente. 

as early as 1907 in the USA, (Haywood, 1907). However it was not the focus of research 

in the S u d b q  region pria to 1968. Heavy metal content in the soils was explored in the 

Sudbury area by Whitby and Hutchinson in the late 1960's when they asked the following: 

... whether sulphur dioxide is the only pollution problem of 
the region or are there others which may continue and/or 
affect the ability of the vegetation to recolonise the damaged 
areas? An obvious possibiiity in any smelting operation is 
the release of heavy metals into the environment. 1s this a 
cornplicating factor at Sudbury? (Hutchinson and Whitby, 
1974)- 



Their findings concluded that the Ievels of soi1 copper and nickel were elevated to 

concentrations capable of preventing plant growth of any Iand in the imrnediate area 

surrounding the Sudbury smelters. At this tirne, surface soils had pH values as low as 3.1 

within a kilometer of the Coniston smelter, increasing with distance to pH 4.8 greater than 

50 km away h m  the smelter (Hutchinson and Whitby, 1974). Accmding to Tom Peters, 

foxmerly of INCO, this was one of the first, if not the first independent studies indicaàng 

the extent of the accumulation of heavy metals in the soils in the vicinity of the Sudbury 

smelters. He was quoted as saying 'We at INCO were disturbed by Tom Hutchinson's 

reports but as he had supported his statements with well documented field research, we had 

no choice but to take notice". Tom Peters suggested that pnor to this study, INCO was 

unaware of the extent and levek of the soil conmmination h m  heavy memls by the srnelter 

operations. Tom Hutchinson's work led to the initiation of expanded research programs by 
INCO and other institutions on the impact of heavy me& fiom smelter emissions on 

terrestrial and aquatic systems in the early 1970's (Peters, 1997). 

In the Sudbury region distinct zones of vegetation around the smelters have ken  
identifid by Amiro and Courcin (1981). They describe a 170-km2 zone of industrial barren 

land that is essentially devoid of vegetation. Adjoining these "barrensy' is a 720-1rm2 semi- 

barren ara, referred to as a transition zone between the barrens and the 'haturai" vegetation 

of the region. These two zones are a direct result of the regions' mining activity, and 

neither is found as a naturai successional stage of the eastern hemlock-white pine-nonhem 

hardwood forest that was once typical of the Sudbury area (S harpe and Brodie, 1930). 

The transition zone is made up of two rnonoculnrral comrnunities, one dominated by paper 

birch (Benda pqynjcera) and the other by red maple (Acer rubrum) (Amiro and Courtin, 

198 1). This birch dominated transition forest cm be found surrounding the O'Domell 

roast bed "barrens" and is characterized by individual slow growing mes that have multiple 

stems. They are best desaibed as "coppiced". Historically forest managers in Britain and 

Holland used tree coppicing as a severe pruning technique to promote additional shoot 

growth. The birch transition forest of the Sudbury region shows this same coppicing 

effect, except that the mode of biomass removal is not direct as would be the case with 

cutting, but rather it is the indirect result of suiphur dioxide destruction of the growing 

points i.e. shoot meristems (Courth, 1995). The net result of year after year of meristem 

destruction is the development of numerous side shoots developing from shoots Iow on the 

branches, and eventually the "treesY' resemble bushes with no leader. Examples of these 
"dely spaced, highly coppiced birch trees are found within 300 m of the O'Donnell roast 

bed (Plates 43 and 44). 



Plate 43. View of coppiced birch trees on the O'DomeU roast bed (Watmough). 

Plate 44. View of coppiced birch nees up to the edge of the O'Domeii roast bed 
(Watmough). 



4.2 Methods: 
4.2.1 Soils: 

To determine whether residual chemicd residues h m  the days of active roasting 
are SU present, soi1 samples were collected along two tmnsects. One transect ran 
perpendicular to the roast bed itself, eastward to a distance of 2û km and the otha more 
intensively sarnpled transat ran perpendicular to the roast bed in a western direction out to 

300m (Figure 3). In addition, 10 x 10x11 pemianent sampling plots were established at three 

different sites along the roast bed: 1) a vegetated site containing four different species 

(RBl), 2) a non-vegetated site (RB2) and 3) a vegetated site dorninated by the grass 

Deschampsia cespitosa. -3). This was done to investigate potential ciifferences in soil 

chernisay on the roast bed which is largely unvegetated but has a few patches of vegetation 

now on it which have established in the past 20 years (TC Hutchinson and K. 
Winterhalder, personal communication). In addition, permanent plots were established at 

10m, 30m, 50m, 80m, lûûm, 300, lkm, 3km, 4km, 7km 1 Okm and 20km from the roast 

bed edge (Figure 3). At each of these 1 h  x 10m plots, five surface soil samples were 

randomly obtained and one soil profle to a depth of 40 cm was collected at 5 cm depth 

intemals. AU soils were sieved, ground, and a 0.2g subsample was digested by 

concentrated nimc acid at a temperature of 120 C for 8 hours. Following digestion, 

samples were diluted with distilled d e i o n i d  water @D&O) and then analyzed by 

inductively coupled plasma emission - m a s  specmphotomeûy (ICP-MS) for Na, Mg, Al, 
P, K, Ca, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Mo, Ag, Cd, and Pb. Three replicates were done 

for each total digest. 

Water extractable ions of the mils were obtauied by shaking 5 grams of dried soils 

in 50 ml of DD&O for one hour and then analyzing the supernatant for elemental content 

by ICP-MS. Three replicates were done for each water extract. Soil pH was deterrnined 

by diluting 5 g of sieved soil with 20 ml of DDH20. This slurry was mixed for 45 

minutes. Afier waiting 15 minutes, the pH of the slurry was measured using a glas 

electrode. 
Soi1 organic content was determined by placing a measured amount of oven-dried 

surface soi1 from each site (approxirnately 1.0 - 1.5 g) in a crucible and h e a ~ g  it to 500 C 
for 8 hours. Each mcible was allowed to cool and the remairhg ash was re-weighed. 

Percent organic content was calculated using the following formula: 

[(initial soil wt (g) - ash weight (g)) /initial soi1 weight (g)] *IO. 

4.2.2. Bioassay: 
The relative ability of soils fkom the transects to sup* (or inhibit) plant growdi 

under contro11ed conditions was assessed by means of a greenhouse bioassay as follows; 



Bulk sirrface soils (0-5 cm) were coUecîed fkom the roast bed itself in addition to pexmanent 

plots at 1h,  30m, 50m, 8ûm, 100m, 300m, 1 km., 3 km, 4 km, 7 km, 10 Imi and 20 Imi 
(Figure 3). Soil fiorn each site was placed in 10 cm diameter pots, with 10 replicate pots 

used per site. The conwl treatment used was cornmon potting soil. On January 27, 1997, 

four radish seeds (variety Cherry Belle) were place. in each tceatment replicate. The 

bioassay wzs carried out in the greenhouse at Trent, with temperature maintaineci at 2 1- 

25"C, and the treatments were exposed to a 15 hour, 9 hoin light/dark regime (Plates 45, . 

and 46). The plants were harvested afier 14 days (Feb., 1 1,1997), and % emergence, rwt  . 

and shoot length (mean of 4 seeds per pot) were recordeci. In addition, the shoots were 
dned at 60°C for 24 hours, and their dry weights were obtained to further assess growth on 

each soil treannent. 

4.2.3. Tree core (growth rates and dendrochemistry): 
Since the roast yard fumigations had killed ail vegetarïon over a wide smunding 

area, fïnduig trees dating back to its active operation was very difficult Accordingly, in the 

fall of 1995, tree cores were taken at breast height h m  two large red oak mes (Quercus 
nrbra) located at the Creighton site, approximately 7 km from the roast bed in addition to a 
control tree cored at Dwight ON (approximately 150 km south of O'Donneil) (Figure 3). 

No suitable large trees were found closer (to the O'Donnell roast yard) than the Creighton 

town site. Individual m e  ring widths were measured to determine annual growth. The ïree 

core was then very lightly scraped and rinsed with DDH,O and cut into 5 year segments. 

These segments were then oven dried at WC, weighed and ashed at 480°C for 6 hours and 

subsequently digested in nitric acid at 80°C for 6 hours. Samples were diluted to 12.5 ml 

with DDQO and analyzed by ICP-MS for the following elements: Na, Mg, Al, P, K, Ca, 

Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, AS, Mo, Ag, Cd, and Pb. 



Plate 45. Conditions under which bioassay a .  Trent greenhouse were carried out. 
Although not shown in the photo, aIl pots 6ere randomly p l a c d  Courtesy 
of Eric S ager. 

Plate 46. Bioassay pots, note difference in growth between the plants growing on the 
coneol soils (dark soils) versus the lack of growth in the roast bed soils 
(light coloured soil. Courtesy of Eric Sager. 





4.3 Results and Discussion: 
4.3.1 Soils: 
Soil pH and chemisay: 

The soil was a very acidic pH 3.4 on the roast bed itseif, increasing to pH 4.5 at 4 

km f?om the roast bed (Table 4), with most sites having a pH between 4.0 and 4.5. An 

exception to the general acidity was the permanent plot established at Court where the pH 

was 3.9. This site is located on an exposed hilltop and is probably influenced by sulphur 

smoke h m  Copper Qiff. The pH of the control potting soil used in the bioassay was 6.8. 
AU the roast bed sites showed very high concentrations of several rnetals, but there 

were marked ciifferences in total metal concentrations between the sites on the roast bed 
itself. As shown in Table 4, high levels of the toxic metais Ni, Cu, and Co exist at the 

vegetated site which is dominated by the tufted hair grass D. cespim.  (RB3) (ie. Ni=8885 

pprn; Cu=10,051 ppm). Perhaps important to the ability of the g r a s  to establish is that this 

site also has the highest pH of the three roast bed sites (pH 4.4). RB 1 contains a number 

of species in addition to tufted hair grass, and has the lowest meral concentrations (ie. 

Ni=2069 ug/g; Cu= 1728 ug/g). RB2 also has extremely elevated metal levels (ie. 

Ni=6672 udg; Cu 3648 ug/g), but a rnuch lower pH (3.4). (Table 4). The roast bed sites 

differed in their Ca and Mg content as well. The two vegetated sites (RB 1 and RB3) had 

soit concentrations of Mg of 8.4 mglg and 7.8 mglg respectively. These levels were nearly 

two times greater than the unvegetated site (RB 2) (Table 4). Also, the level of Ca at the 

site dominated by D. cespirosa is 21.3 mg/g which is almost 4 times the levels of other 

transect sites (Table 4). Levels of both Ca and Mg are elevated when compared to 

uncontaminated soils. 

Average levels of these metals in uncontaminated soüs as cited by Bowen (1966) 

include: 

Ni=40 uglg, Cu=20 ug/g, Co=8 ug/g, Ca=13.7 mg/g, and Mg=5 mdg. 
Copper and nickel levels dramaticdy decreased by a factor of ten within 10 m of 

the roast bed proper, and in general, continued to decrease as distance h m  the roast bed 
increasd However, as seen in Table 4, metals levels increase somewhat at the Creighton 

and Hwy 144 sites and if the O'DomeU roast bed was the sole source of these metais, the 

increase is an abmation. However, we have recently discovered that there was another 

very smaii and older roast bed and smelter (Gertrude) located between the OYDomell roast 

bed and these two sites, so the unusually high Ni, Cu and Co soi1 levels at Creighton and 

Hwy 144 may, in fact, be due to the accumulation of rnetals h m  this smail historical roast 

yard (Figure 3). This realization only came with new infocmation collected in 1998. 



On the 300m ûansect it should be noted that even in the birch forest at lOOm and 
300m h m  the roast bed, residual soi1 metd levels are sidl very high compared with 
uncontaminated sites ie. at 283-352 ppm Ni and 238-388 pprn Cu, while " n o d '  levels 
might be 20-40 pprn at an uncontaminated Shield site (Bowen, 1966). ' Ibis is a 'residual' 
foot-print of metals about ten times background levels. 

Table 4. Mean (with standard error) surface soil pH, and rotal soil element concentrations 

Soil Water Extracts: 
Elemental water extractions also dramatlcaIiy decrease away h m  the roast bed 

proper. RB 2, with the lowest pH, also showed the highest levels of extractable Ni, Cu, 
Zn and Co, (Table 5). 



Table 5. Surface soil water extracts of the O'Domell Roast Bed and surn>unding 

Table 5 shows concentrations of elements in distilled water-extractions, w fiich 

correspond more closely to plant availabie metal levels than the concentrated nitric acid 

digestion analyses. Cu at all sites exceeds lppm, as does Ni at nearly dl the sites. Since 

lppm of Cu in mil s01ution (and 5 ppm Ni) are generally regardai as phytotoxic, the 

presence of vegetation at the msect site, ie. a birch forest, suggests smng metal tolerance 

in the invading species (Whitby and Hutchinson, 1974). The occurrence of Descbnpsia 
cespitosa at RB3, with water extracts containkg 42 ppm Cu and 27 ppm Ni, is remarkable 

even for this metai-tolerant gras (Cox and Hutchinson, 1980). Note also that water 

extractable phosphorus (P) is more than 10 times lower on the roast bed than on the 

transect sites (Appendix D). Levels of 0.02 ug/g of P would represent a severely P 

deficient situation. High aluminum at the low pH levels of the roast bed would add to the P 

deficiency since Al interferes with P uptake and translocation. Ca, Mg, and K (Appendix 

D) increases with distance h m  10 metres, which indicates historic acidic leaching fÎom 

fumigations. High Ca and Mg on the actual roast bed probably indicates where cernent 

blocks and building foundations occirrred. Total Ca at RB2, the non-vegetated site was 
lower than at the other two vegetated sites of RB 1 and RB3. 

Soi1 organic content: 

Organic matter in mils collected on the roast bed and surrounding area are shown in 

Figure 9. There does not appear to be any clear wrrelation between percent levels of 



organic matter and the concentrations of metals, eg. Ni, Cu, Co, etc. (see Tables 4 and 5 

with Figure 9). 

Figure 9. Percent of organic content of roast bed transect soils. Mean of 3 with standard 
error bars. 

4.3.2 Bioassay: 
None of the 40 radish seeds genninated (emerged) on the roast bed 'soil' itself, nor 

at the site 30 rn h m  the roast bed, while four seeds out of 40 gerxninated at 10 metres, and 

one seed germinated on the soi1 taken 50 metres h m  the edge of the roast bed (Figure 11, 

Plates 47 and 48). In total, very few seeds gemllnated on the mils wllected out to 300 

metres, with the exception of the site at 100 metres. This last site may have ken better 
drainai over the years. The mean mot length of germinated seeds at sites dong the transect 

ranged fkom 0.17 cm +/- 0.07 (se) at 300 metres from the roast bed to 3.52 cm +/- 0.41 at 

Court more than 20 km h m  the roast bed. The mean mot length of the seedlings 1li the 
control treatment was much longer at 15.18 cm +/- 0.47, see Figure 1 1, Plates 49 and 50. 
The differences shown between the control and the roast bed soils would perhaps be 
exaggerated as a result of the greater organic content and structure of the potting soil. 
Although there were no measurable mot lengths at 10 and 50 metres from the roast bed, 
these two sites had mean shoot lengths of 0.17cm +/- 0.07 and 0.08 cm +/- 0.08 
respectively. Shoot length steadily increased as the distance h m  the roast bed increased, 
with the site at 300 metres king the exception (Figure 11). m* weights of the shoots of 

the roast bed sites were weil below that of the conml treatment The average shoot weight 



Plate 47. Bioassay: radish p w t h  on soil collected 10 menes h m  roast bed edge 
Couftesy of Eric Sager. 

Plate 48. Bioassay: radish growth on soil coUected 50 menes h m  roast bed edge 
Courtesy of Eric Sager. 





Plate 49. Bioassay: Root and shoot growth of radish seeds grown in soi1 collected 
300 metres from roast bed edge. Note visual difference when compared to 
Plate 50. Courtesy of Eric Sager. 

Plate 50. Bioassay: Root and shoot growth of radish seeds grown in conml p o h g  
soiL Note ciifference when compared with Plate 49 Courtesy of Eric Sager. 





at 10 metres from the roast bed was .001g +/- O, increasing to .002g +/- 0.001 at the 300 

metre site, and 0,027g +/- 0.002 at the Court site. The average shoot weight of the control 

was 0.077 g +/- 0.004, see Figure 10. 

4.3.3 Tree ring cores: 
Growth of trees: 

The reference tree fkom Dwight had a d e r  niameter at breast height (DBH) 
although it was comparable in age to the others fiom Creighton. This is reflected in much 

smaller annual ring widths of the reference tree. Creighton tree #1 ( M l )  was 

approximately 7 1 years old and Creighton uee #2 (Cr#2) was approximately 52 years old 

while the reference tree was a p p m h t e l y  63 years of age (Figure 1 1). 

There was a slight decrease in annual width of the individual tree rings in ment years in ail 

three trees cored. nie average annual ring width of Wl 's two cores were 3.46mm +/- 
1.8 and 3.95mrn +/- 1.78. Cr#2 had average annual ring widths of 4.79mm +/- 2.19 and 

4.48mm +/- 2.05, while the tree h m  Dwight had a lower average annual ring growth of 
2.47rn.m +/- 0.76. The Creighton trees were growing in a smaü wooded area of the tom 

site, and exhibited better growth on an annual ba i s  when compared to rhe reference t e e  

(Figure 11). The oldest tree which has rings formed during the year of an active roast yard 

at O'Donnell (Cr#l) showed a very low rate of growth until the mid 1940's. A growth 

peak occurred in 1956, with a gradual decline since. Cr#2 tracks this graduai decline from 

its initial annual ring of 1953. 



Site 

Site  

1 I 

Figure 10. Bioassay results. Percent emergence, root and shoot length (cm) and also the 
shoot dry weight (g) Mean of 10, with standard error. Radish seeds (vax-iety Cherry Belle) 
grown on soils collected dong a transect out fimn the roast bed. 



Annual Growth Cr#1 (n) 

Annuai Growth CH2 (n) 

Annual Growth Ref 

Figure 11. Individual tree ring widths (mm), representative of annual growth. 

Chemistry of trees rings: 
Nickel and copper content in the Creighton tree rings were much higher t h a .  those 

of the reference site. Creighton trees range. fkom 1 to 19 ppm for Ni, 1 to 14 for Cu and 1 

to 30 for Zn, while the Dwight control tree range was O to 2 for Ni, below the detection 
h u i t  to lppm for Cu and 25 to 130 for Zn. CR#1 showed very high levels of Ni in the 
rings fonned during O'Do~el l ' s  operation. The overall Zn levels containeci in the conml 
tree were much higher than those existing at Creighton (Figure 12). Ni, Cu and Zn content 





Unda (1980) carried out both total soi1 digests and water extractable analyses on 
O'Domeli mast bed mils and surrounding area. Total soil Ni and Cu have decreased very 
Little, if at all, since 1979, nor has the soi1 pH changed over this time period. However, 

water extractable Ni and Cu have dramatically de& over time (Figures 13 and 14), 
perhaps a refiection of an increasing organic content in the soils as the sites revegetate. 

Soils coilected by Cox and Hutchinson (1979) fkom the uncontaminated pasmes of 

Hay Bay on the Bruce Peninsula, located 150 km h m  Sudbury were analyzed for total 
and extractable metals. Their uncontaminated soi1 had a total Ni = 22ug/g, and Cu = 19 

uglg, while water extractables h m  the same soils gave the following: Ni = 0.1 ug/g and 

Cu = 0.2 uglg. The roast bed and the entire surrounding area soiis still dramatidy exceed 
these levels (see Tables 43). Since it is known from otûer Sudbury area work 
(Gundemiann and Hutchinson, 1995) that metal levels even over the 20 years 197 1-1991 
have fallen quite sharply in soils, it foliows that at the t h e  of closure of the O'Donnell tmiy 
massive levels of Ni, Cu, and Co must have occurred over a very wide area, to still leave 
residuds of 300-1500 ppm sixty-eight years later. 

Factors affecting metal availability for water extraction include soi1 pH and percent 
organic material. A low pH can increase metal availability, while high organic content cm 
reduce metal leaching in that these metals bind tightly to this organic material (Gregory and 

Bradshaw, 1965). This effect of pH can be seen at the RB2 site, where a pH of 3.4 

facilitates Cu, Ni and Co extraction. The high organic content at the Hwy 144 may prevent 
high levels of Ni and Cu available for exmiction when comparai with the Creighton site, 
which has a much lower organic content, and in tum higher extractable Ni and Cu levels. 
Copper in particular, is so strongly bonded by organic componenü such as humus, that 

many peaty soils contain too little soluble copper to support the growth of crops (Bowen, 
1966). However, Mn, & and Mg are very loosely bonded to organic matter and are 
readily leached h m  the surface soi1 (Bowen, 1966). Again, soil organic content will have 

increased over the last 20 years, because of increased vegetation growth contribu~g to the 

water extractable metai reduction in 1994 coqared to 1979 (Unda, 1980; Hutchinson and 

S ymington 1997). 



Figure 13. a. Cornparison of total soi1 nickel concentrations of the area surrounding 
the O'DonneU roastbed, 1979 vs. 1994. 

b. Cornpariscm of water extractable nickel ion of the area smounduig the 
O'DomeU roastbed, 1979 vs. 1994. 



Figure 13. Cornparison of total (a) and extractable (b) 
soi1 Ni concentrations of the area surrounding the 
OIDonnell Roast Bed in 1979 and 1994. 



Figure 14. a. Cornparison of totai soil copper concentrations of the are. surrounding 
the O7DomeU roastbed, 1979 vs. 1994. 

b. Cornparison of water extractable copper ions of the area surrounding 
the O'DonneU roastbeà, 1979 vs. 1994. 



Figure 14. Cornparison of total (a) and extractable (b) 
soi1 Cu concentrations of the area surrounding the 

O'DomelI Roast Bed in 1979 and 1994. 



Vegeotion: 

There is still vimially no vegetation on the roasting beds themselves (4 percent 

cover). However, in the last 20 years, a few very tolerant species have been able to re- 

colonize these contaminsted areas, in patches. Tolerance refm to a plant king able to 

survive the effects of a stress (i.e., high levels of heavy metals) and is desmibed as a 

reflection of specific physiological mechanisms which dectively enable a plant to function 

nomiaily even in the presence of high wncenîrations of potentially toxic elements (Baker, 
1987). The birch forest has encroached to within thirty metres of this roast bed (Plates 37, 

38 and 39) and the t om site thai housed the O'Domefl workers (1.2 km away fiam the 

roast yard) has also been completely re-vegetated naanally over the 1st sixty-nïne years 

(Plates 40,41 and 42). 

Tolerant species known to establish on O'DonnellYs inhospitable soils include 

Pohlia nutans (moss), Deschampsi2 cespifosa (tufted hair grass), Agrustis scabra (tickle 
grass) and Agrosiis giganrea @nt grass) (Hogan et al 1977; Cox and Hutchinson, 1979; 
Rauser and Winterhalder, 1985; Von Frenckeil-Insarn and Hutchinson 1993; and 

Archambault and Winterhalder, 1995). Other less tolerant species such as sheep laure1 

(Kahia angusrifolio ) and papa birch (Benda pqyrifera ) establish themselves on the 

rernains of these pioneering plants as they die off, apparently using them as a buffer to the 

toxic soils below. Subsequently, when these plants die, they leave behind additional 

organic material as a base upon which other species establish. As this process continues, 

the soils becomes more hospitable for plant growth and, in mm, the number of plants and 

biological diversity increase, both over Mie and space. This increase in both number and 

diversity would resemble that of an inverted pyramid. 
An increase in plant diversity with distance has ken  shown surrounding the 

O'Donnell roast bed, with the number of plant species increasing fiom zero on the roast 
bed itself to 25 at 300 meters h m  the roast bed edge (Hurchinson, and Symington, 1997). 

Metal-tolerant grasses, sedges and the rnoss Po& nutaas are the pioneer colonizers, 

whik a change in vegetation occurs h m  30 to 50 m with the entry of the dwarf shrub 

Kalinia angustifolia , which becomes dominant, togetha with a thick moss wver of 
PolyRichwn commune and Pohlia n u m .  The acid-tolerant woodland grass Deschampsia 

flexlcosa cm be found at a distance of 80 m and beyond. The number of lichen species 

suddenly inmeases h m  1 to 5 at a distance of 100 m fiom the roast bed. The number 

declines there after, but rises to 7 species 300m fiom the roast bed edge. These shifis in 

vegetation are accompanied by a decline in bare ground and an hcrease in litter 
accumulation, see Table 6 (Hutchinson and Symington, 1997). This type of vegetational 



pattern as a response to point source pollution was fVst identified by Gorham and Gordon 

(1960a) dong a NNE transect from the Falconbridge smelter. They concluded that plants 

tolerant of sulphur dioxide, not commonly found in mature forests, were able to colonize 
the ground once cornpetition f h m  nomial forest species was reduced due to air poliution. 

Then as distance h m  the source of pollution increased, less tolerant species were able to 
survive, with the most sensitive species present at distances greater than 25 km (Gorham 

and Gordon, 1960a). 
- The contrast between the tolerances of the two Deschampsia species to heavy 

metals and to acidity has been noted seved times previously in the Sudbury area 
(Freedrnan and Hutchinson 1980, Cox and Hutchuison 1980, 198 1 and Howson, 1984). 
D.flexu~sa is a very widely distributed acid woodland species in Europe and has a similar 
ecological position in Canada. Ir was, and is, present in the forests around Sudbiny and 

was undoubtedly a dominant forest floor species at the t h e  of the commencement of the 

O'DomeU roast yard. Howevex, while in Europe it has been described as a metal-tolerant 
species and could reasonably have been expected to be a principal recolonizer of the 

contamiDated lands amund the smelters and roast yards, it was the much less common and 

less likely species D. cespirosa that did this. While Howson (1984) showed D.flexuosa 

could tolerate great soi1 acidity and high associated aluminuxn and manganese 

concentrations, it was D. cepitosa with a nomal dismbution on basic and calcareous mils 
mund the Great Lakes that wlonized the most barren acidic and metal-contaminated lands 

(Cox and Hutchinson 1979,1980). Experiments showed that the Sudbury populations of 

D. cespitusa had simulianeous tolerance to very high concentrations of Ni, Cu, Co, As, 

Ag, Pb, Cd, Zn, and Al. At the OYDonnell roast yard, uiis general Sudbury differentiation 
between the tolerance and ecological niches of these species is repeated D. cespitasu is 

only on the severely metal-contaminated roast yard and is a recent invader, while D. 
flexuosa is absent iÏom the roast yard itself, but begins to be a major forest floor species in 

the birch forest at 80m h m  the roast bed edge, where the soi1 is s a  stmngly acidic but 

where the nickel and copper levels are lower. Nevenheless, even at 80-300m where D. 

flexuosa now occurs, it is showing perhaps greater Ni and Cu tolerance than elsewhere in 

it 's Sudbury occurrences. 

The other species on the roast yard and in the open area of 50m h m  the roast yard 

include the rnoss Pohlia nz#ans which is reportai from the UK and h m  Canada as haWig 
a remarkable Cu tolerance (Hutchinson, 1979) and the grass Agrostis scabra which Hogan 

et al ., 1977 showed to be both Ni and Cu tolerant on the roast yard. Clearly the most toxic 

and open locations at OYDonneU have k e n  invaded by ody the most remarkably metal- 
tolerant species. As the metal levels decreased over tirne, the land then allowed invasion 



and re-colonization by less ex- stress-tolesant species which evennially f m  the bircti 

transition forest- This forest appears nomial at casual examination but is, nonetheless, in 

the second stage of recovery, and has evolved on soils which still present major challenges 

of phytotoxkity. 

Table 6. O'DonnelI Roast Bed Percent Ground Cover of Vegetation - 1994 (from 
Hutchinson and Symington 1997). Note: + represents "presence". 

DISTANCE FROM ROAST BED (m) 

Pohlia nutans (moss) 
Agrostis scabra (tickle gras) 
cwa spp (=a34 
Descitmnpsia cespitosu (aifted hait grass) 
Betula pqyrifera @aper b i h )  
Kalmia angf(stjfofia (sheep Laud) 
Polytichm commune (haircap moss) 
Deschampsiaflex~~)sa (wavy hair grass) 
L e d m  groenlandicm (IabPador tea) 
Frugaria M'rgWana (wiid süawberry) 

# lichen spp I - 1 

CYrHElR ASPECTS OFGROUND COVER 
(percent of ground occupied) 

Bioassay : 

Even though seedluigs of more tolerant species are now present at the sites off the 

roast yard, the mils are still toxic to the variety of radish (Cherry Belle) used in the 

bioassay, indicating that there is a prerequisite for metal and acid tolerance in order to 

establish in the area surrounding the O ' D O M ~  roast bed. This lack of metal tolerance in 

the bioassay test species (radish) is dernonstrated by the inhibition of root growth shom 

throughout the bioassay resul ts. 

Metal Content in Vegetation surrounding O'Donnell: 

Relatively tolerant species such as paper birch aees  have k e n  able to colonize on 

soils of low pH and high metal concentrations. Unda (1980) and Hutchinson and 
Symington (1997) investigated the accumulation of heavy metals in the leaves of paper 



birch trees growing in the area surroundhg the OTDomell roast bed. Their combined 

~ s u l t s  show a dramatic decrease in Cu uptake in 1994 when compared to 1979, reflecting 
the decrease in water-extractable Cu during this same time period The Ni content however 

does not follow the same trend in that it slightly increases from 1979 to 1994 (Table 7). 

The mganic content of soils has presumahly increased in the last twenty years, and since 

copper binds tightly to this mganic component in soil, less would be available for uptake 
by plants. 

Table 7. Berula papyrifera @aper birch) foliar content: (1979 data h m  Unda 1980, 
1994 data h m  Hutchinson and S ymington, 1997). bdl=below detection limit 

These metal levels fond in the birch leaves around O'DomeU are high when 

compared to other studies. For example, nickel concentrations in plants growing on 

uncon-ated mils are rrsually lower than 10 ppm (uglg). Hutchinson (1981) found 

citrus plants demonstrated toxïc symptoms when their leaves contained 55 ppm. Halstead 

et al, 1969 as quoted by Hutchinson 198 1 found a decrease in growth of straw when it 

contained 28 ppm and alfalfa showed a reduction in growth when its foliar levels were 

greater than 44 ppm of Ni. The levels of found in birch leaves in 1994 (ranging h m  

19 to 102 ppm) are approaching the level of toxicity demonstrated in other plants. 

Ni 
:Zn 

Trees : 
Tree rings have been used as useful biomonitors of historical heavy metal pollution 

and acidifcation in a number of different species, describing the behaviour of a variety of 

elements (Eklund 1995a,b; Jonsson et al, 1997; Guyette, et al, 1991; and Dickinson, et al, 

1996). For an evaluation of the use of dendrochemical analyses in environmental 

monitoring see Watxmugh (1997). 

Very few mes were growing in the vicinity of O'Donnell during its operation. 

Therefore the use of dendrochemical techniques to reconsmct O'DomeU's impact is not 

u& 
4.4+/-2.0 
47.5+/-26.5 

101.4+/-61.2 

Range 
bdl-7.4 
19.2-102.6 . 

19.2-220.8 

n 
10 , 
10 
10 



possible immediately adjacent to the roast bed. The closest ~ e e s  that were living at the Bme 

of operation were found at Creighton (7km fiom the roast yard), and cored in hopes of 
reconstructing part of the pollution history of the O'Domell mast bed. Elevated levels of 
both Ni and Cu are seen in annual rings at Creighton, compared to those at the cuntrol site. 
niere is a distinctive metal elevation, particularly with respect to Ni, within the rings 
formed during O'DOM~U'S operation The o v d  elevated levels reflected in the annual 
rings at Creighton may indicate a level of metal tolerance in red oak. 



5.0 Concluding Discussion 
In seeking to understand how and why past events came about., including such 

things as the decisions to build the O'Domeil roast yard and the townsite, and the decision 

13 years later to close it, it is useful to detemine, as best one can, the motives and 

pressures on the decision maken of the the .  Five steps can be used to begin to 
understand the behaviour of INCO, the provincial government, independent scientists and 

community members of that tirne. These are their 1) Awareness 2) Morrnation 

3) Knowledge 4) Attitude, and 5) Behaviour. 

As early as the late 1800's during the discovery of the Mond process, it was 

realized that rnetals codd be volatilized quite leadily at comparatively low temperatmes. 

However, this information was not iranslaîed into an awareness that roasting ore in open 
heaps would volatilize heavy metals to be subsequently deposited in a wide area 
surrounding the smelters, until the late 1960's (70 years later). The elevated levels of Ni 

and Cu in the soils irnmediately surrounding the O'Domeil roast bed were deposited by 

aerial deposition during the roasting process. O'DonneU workers would have breathed this 

air, laden not just with sulphur but also with significant levels of nickel and copper. The 

impacts on human health of such mining and s m e l ~ g  o p t i o n s  were investigated in 

Wales as early as 1933, when nickel was identified as a carcinogen. Yet. impacts on 

huma. health were not seriously explored in the Sudbury area until the 1970's. 

In numemus cases, including the effects of lead and mercury exposure and the 

significant effects of exposure to asbestos fibres, information about human and 

environmental health impacts was needed before action was taken to minimize exposure. 

Often this involved pressure for govemmental Iegislation h m  the newly informai 
cornmunity. It is indeed rather rare for scientific findings to be emhced directly by a 

company g e n e r a ~ g  a pollution problem. The steps to increased awareness need to reach 

government and the community before ameliorative action is taken. Often the lmowledge 

itself was not obtained until new analytical techniques allowed a better definition of human 

exposure to take place. Examples of recognition of problems king dependent upon 

analytical advances are identification of polychlorinated biphenyls and diolans as organic 

contaminants following the development of high performance liquid chromatography and 

the introduction of atomic absorption spectrophotomeay allowing detection of heavy 

metals. Many toxic txace-metal problems were identified in the 1960's when atomic 

absorption equipment became available c o m m e d y  (Wis ,  1975). This relatively simple 

and inexpensive analytical tool enabled scientists to explore questions of heavy metal 

contamination, with accuracy and detection limits much better than those previously 
available. 



During the opaation of the O'DomelI roast bed (1916 - 1929) there were many 

complaints filed by area famiers for crop damage due to the roasting process. Although the 

environment was described as '%hoicing" and one in which it was hard to breathe, no 

complaints were fiiled with regards to the impact of this m t i n g  on human health, either 

diiring O'DonneU's operation or aEterwards. This would seem to suggest a lack of concem 

of the effect on hrimsn health. However, the large number of workers tiiat quit within a 
few days of arriving at O'DonnelI did suggest the working conditions were unacceptable to 

many . 
Productions rates of nickel were greaîly incTeased in the k t  World War to meet the 

allies need for nickel for amiaments. INCO had a monopoly over Canadian nickel and at 

this time Canada was the leading world producer of nickel at about 75-8Wo of world 

production. In the early days nickel was used for coinage, during the fkst World War in 

steel production for amiaments, and afterwards in the aviation industq. Since INCO 

roasted 60 percent of it's ore, and the O'Donneil roast yard was it's only r o a s ~ g  
operation, a massive amount of ore would have been masted at this site during the years 

19 16- 1929. This level of production devastated the vegetation of the entire area 

surroundhg O ' D O M ~  and exposed workers to a massive amount of air pdution. It is 

clear that the importance of contribu~g to a national war effort was a prionity that overrode 

alI else. The contribution of personnel for the armed forces was one priaity area, while 

two othen included workers for the war industries and workers for food production. 

Interes~gly, in the Soviet Union during the Second World War, 50% of all steel 

manufactured for tanks, shells, etc., was produced at Magnetigorsk in the Ural Mountains. 

To accomplish this, enonnous sacrifices had to be made. The town and its workers 

received the Order of the Soviet Union and large statues were erected outside the steel 

works in their honour. Neither the community of Sudbury, nor O'Donneil, have been 

nationally recognized for their contribution to the allied World War effort through the 

production of nickel, even though the workers in these cornmunicies certainly have earned 

such recognition, especidy in view of the adverse conditions in which they toiled and 

lived. 

Once O'Donnell closed, the roast yard and townsite were abandoned. At this the,  

there was no vegetation for a three-mile radius. Ironically, this abrupt closure left the 

O'DonneU roast yard as an excellent case snidy, enabhg unique research into the 
mechanisms of natural ecosystem recovery to take place. According to Smith (1987) there 

is mining's (or miner's) response to nature, as well as nature's response to mining. With 

respect to O'DomelI, mining operations domuiated the en~onhenta l  concerns. Land, air 

and water were contaminated in the name of economic necessity through mining 



opemtions. Determining present day contamination levels allows one to document 

response to the r o a s ~ g  p m s s "  as weU as to reconstruct historical levels of 

poliution, to which the community of O'Domell and its worke-rs would have k e n  

exposed. In 1994, the Ni and Cu contents on the roast bed itself were still several 
thousand ppm (1728-10051 ug/g Ni), and still several hundred ppm (1 15-1633 ugig Cu) in 

the ara sunounding O'Dome~, while uncontamïnated soils average 22 ppm for nickel and 

19 pprn for copper (Cox and Hutchinson, 1979). In the last twenty years the mils have . 

increased in their organic content which binds copper and prevents it firom king taken up 

by plants. This is reflected in the amount of total copper and nickel not substantially 

decreasing over time, whereas the water-extractable portion seems to have decreased since 
1979. Since these highly mxic levels are the result of aerial deposition h m  the roasting 
pmess, substantial amounts of these partidate heavy metais would have k e n  in the air 

and subsequently breathed in by both workers and area residents. Mure than 68 years &ter 

the operation has closed, metal levels of the soi1 are still phytotoxic as shown by the 

bioassay results. Very few radish seeds were able to germinate on mils collected w i t b  
300 m of the roast bed itself, indicating that the plants able to establish in this area must be 

tolerant of the low pH and high heavy-metal content of the soils. 

Ecological assessrnent of this site in 1994 led to the conclusion that there is a 

remarkable physical 'Ywtprint" left by the roasting process that cm be clearly seen 68 years 

after its closure. If these present day chernicd analyses of soiis sunounding O'Domell 

were given to an ecologist, and this ecologist was asked to predict from these data what 

plants would be growing there, the ecologist's educated prediction would be "none". The 

fact that a birch forest has re-colonized the area shows an extraordinaxy evolutionary 

capacity of these plants and the entire ecosystem, to adapt to and to tolerate these toxic 

conditions. Understanding these mechanisms of natural ecosystem recovery under such 

polluted conditions is important in rehabilitating contaminated areas after these types of 

stresses have been alleviated 

Despite these poUuted conditions the former O'Donnell residents who have been 

intenriewed were very happy living there. They felt lucky to grow up in O'Do~ell ,  and 

many were veIy sad to leave when it closed. They had very smng social bonds and 
cornmunity pide. They felt they had struggled to good effect and had mised families to 

their own satisfaction. They did not feel that they, or their faxnilies, were at nsk from 

pollution effects on human health. 

Impacts on both environment and human health continuai at O'DonneU during its 

13 years of operation despite available information that could or should have motivated the 

Canadian Copper Company to change its behaviour, Le., close 0'Domel.L For example, it 



was well h o w n  to the mining company, government, famers and community that the 
roasting pnxrss killed all vegetation in the immPniate vicinity- There was a level of 

awareness from reports on other simüar areas that had been investigated by both the 

company and provincial government as to how these other operations dealt with community 
cornplaints (Le. the Selby commission in the U.S). Attitudes towards this type of 
information vary with the associated value placed upon i t  This can be demonstrated by 

using the previous example of S 4  killing vegetation. 

1) The famier who is dependent on his crops for his livelihood would place a very high 
value on vegetation. 
2) The community member who depends on the Canadian Copper Company (CCC) for his 
or her livelihood would place a very high value on his income, and probably very linle on 
vegetation. 
3) The community member who does not depend upon the CCC for their livelihood would 
perhaps place value on their gardens, trees or flowers, more so than those hancially 
dependent on the CCC. 
4) The Company - CCC is interested in mining and places a high value on econornic 
stability and, in tum, liale value on vegetation. 
5) The Government would value minhg because it makes money for the province as a 
whole, and would not place much value on vegetation, unless of course it could also be 
profitable, Le. white pine trees. This would then cause a conflict in values. 

These attitudes are then translated into behaviours. For example: 

1) The fanners whose crops have been damaged h m  sulphur fumes by roasting seek 
appropriate compensation. 
2) The community hancially dependent upon CCC accepts this lack of vegetation as 'part 
of the job'. 
3) The community member not financially dependent upon CCC object to the poilution. 
4) CCC argues that their process is not able to continue without killing vegetation and if 
operations ceased, everyone would "lose". 
5) The provincial govemment supports CCC, and investigates the potential impacts on 
white pine. 

However, these attitudes change with circumstances. For example, the demand for 
nickel during the first World War substantially strengthened CCC' s position. Supplying 

nickel for the war effort took preceùence, and during this ~eriod O'Donnell's workers, 
residenn and smounding ecosystems literally paid the price. Again, at O'Domell, there 

was the perception that thae were no long-term human health consequences resulting fimm 
the roasting process. The air was at times unbreatheable, and workers had very frequent 

nose bleeds, but because there was no perceived risk to human health (lack of awareness), 

no change in amtude, or behaviour resulted. 
One becornes very familiar with ones smundings and grows accustomed to what 

one experiences on a regular basis. Former O'Domell residents have commented that they 
didn't think O'Domell was an awfd polluted place because "it was ail they knew'l Often 



it takes someone like Tom Hutchinson, c&g from outside, who had the awareness that 

Sudbury in general was a very polluted place. This was based on his own working 

knowledge of other polluted systems in the U.K. and Europe and was used to initiate 

research into an aspect (heavy-metal toxicity to vegetation), previously unexplored at 

Sudbury. Then over tirne, as new infoxmation was accumulated and wmmunicated a new 
knowledge base was used to attitudes and lead to changes in the behaviour of 

others. As Tom Peters (formerly of the agricultural sector at INCO) indicated, Tom 
Hutchinson and his graduate student Leslie Whittby presented the first detaiIed. study of the 

substantial contamination of the Sudbury area by heavy metals and their phytotoxic 

consequences to the ecosysterns in p r e v e n ~ g  re-vegetation. 

Federal policies had little effect on CCC's behaviour. With the initial rights to mine 

in Canada, Samuel Ritchie agreed to =fine his product in Canada. But he didn't do so. It 

took over 30 years before a refinery was established in Port Colboume. In 1885, Ritchie, 

of Ohio, was given the right to mine in Canada if he agreed to refine the nickel and copper 

ore in Canada. Ore was instead sent to New Jersey U. S. for refining. However, during 

the first World War concem developed over Sudbury nickel king supplied to G e m  

forces, via the United States. It was because of this national and commonwealth pressure 

that INCO established the facility for refining at Port Colbourne in southwestern Ontario, in 

1917. 
In 19 16 and 1917 thae was substantial local, provincial and federal pressure to 

stop open heap roasting. However, this practice conMued at O'Donnell until1929 when 

the roast bed closed. Open-heap roasting was the cheapest (excluding the environmental 

impact) technology available to reduce the sulphur content of the ore. Mining companies 

other than CCC abandoned the practice in favour of other technologies long before CCC 

closed the O'Domell roasting yard. Sulphuric acid production started in the Sudbury 

region in 1925, which somewhat reduced the amount of sulphur released to the 

surroundings. At the tirne of O ' D O M ~ ~ ~ ' S  closure a new smeker was erected at Copper 

Cliff, with the financial help of the Provincial govemment 

The k t  lawsuia taken to provincial court as a result of the roasting and smelting 

processes of the Sudbury area were in 1916. Throughout the assessment of damages at the 

time of O'DOM~U'S operations, the visibility of damage was the focus. The judge 

expressed confidence in information presented by Company scientists and officiais. This 

information included the claim that this amount of sulphur may a c d y  be beneficial to 

plants, that faxmers mistook disease for sulphur damage and that claims were exaggerated 

by farmers. The provincial court did award damages to the farmers. However, these 

awards were much less than the amount cl- by the faxmer for damage. It was not until 



1974 that the Canadian Environmental Law Association (CELA) "won" against INCO. 
INCO was convicted of air pollution and fined $1500. 

It is clear that attitudes towards environmental protection are changing and this can 
be supported by INCO's behaviour as of Iate. Recently, Charlie Ferguson of INCO spoke 

at the Sudbury restoration workshop about their ment purchase of a nickel deposit at 
Voisey Bay in Labrador. He describe. the environmental impact assessment takùig place 

for the project proposal and suggested thaî had such an assessment ken  done at Sudbury, 

there would. be no need for a Sudbury "restoration" workshop. The onus is now on the 
Company to "prove" that there will be minimal environÏnental impacts as a result of their 

operations, prior to the mining taking pIace. 
Economic considdons continue to be important to INCO. This has been recentiy 

demonstrated by the Voisey Bay project. In 1995, when INCO bought this massive 

deposit and nickel was wonh $3.50 a pound., they agreed to build a smelter and refinery in 

Newfoundland (NFLD). However, when prices dropped below $2.00 a pound, INCO 
decided it would be more profitable to ship the nickel to their existing refinenes in 

Sudbury, Ontario, and Thompson, Manitoba. INCO argues that it is not financiaily 

worthwhile to build a rehery in Argentia, NFLD. Brian Tobin, the premier of NFLD, has 

however denied INCO m i h g  rights unless they rehne locally, and talks between INCO 

and the provincial govemment broke off in July 1998 (Harvey, 1998). 

During 07Domell's operation and aftemards the provinciai govemment of Ontario 

had such close interaction with INCO that there was no rom for appropnate assessment of 

INCO's operations with respect to pollution control. It is however encouraging that in this 

type of situation, outside university scientists and environmental groups such as the 

Canadian Environmental Law Association were able to force INCO to address relevant 

issues leading to changes in attitudes and behaviour with respect to air pollution reduction 
during the 196Ws and 1970's. 

In considering rny own approach to the subject of the O'Donnell roast yard, both 

histoncal and scientSc analytical approaches were combined. It is usefui to reflect on the 

value of this divergent methdology. Others have described such a situation as the 

following: 

Both history and ecology may be defined as the smdy of 
organisms in aU their relations, living together, the 
ciifferences between plant, animal, and human ecology or 
history king prirnady a matter of emphasis (Malin, 1950 as 
cited by Whitney, 1997). 

One of the anomalies of modem ecology is that it is the 
creation of two groups, each of which seems barely aware of 
the existence of the other. The one studies the human 



communiry almost as if it were a separate entity, and calls its 
findings sociology economics, and history. The other 
studies the plant and animal community, [and] Comfo~ably 
relegates the hodge-podge of politics to "the liberal arts." 
The inevitable fusion of these N o  h e s  of thought will, 
perhaps, constitute the outstanding advance of the present 
century (Meine, 1988). 

But above al l  it is ecology, which examines the interactions 
among organisms and between hem and their physical 
environments, that offers the environmental historian the 
greatest help (Wonter, 1988). 

To document the environmental response to O'Donnell, both the human and plant 

co~lllflunities were explored. Former O'DonneiI residents were asked to describe 

environmental conditions during their time at 0'Domel.l and inevitably their present day 
view was part of the discussion. Then to assess present environmental conditions and the 

residual ecological footprint of the O ' D o ~ e u  operation, a scientifïc analytical approach was 

used. 

Documentary evidence of the enviromentai and social impact of O'Domell 

uicluded local histories, government documents, emplo yee cards, oral histories, legal 

documents, scientifc literature, rnaps and photographs. Field evidence of O'Donnell's 

impact was documented through soi1 analyses, plant community composition and tree ring 

analyses. Each type of evidence provideci a different piece of the O'Donnell puzzle, and 

each document has its strengths and Iimitations. The field evidence shows that this site was 
exposed to severe levels of air pollution over a wide area surroundhg the roast bed, and 

this extensive pollution, 68 yean later is still having a toxic effect on the soil and its 

associated plant community. Nam's  response to O'Domell has been remarkable, and 

perhaps unexpected An ecologist would not expect vegetation to be able to tolerate present 

soil conditions of toxicity at O'Donnell, yet the suffounding area is vegetated by a birch 

dominated forest 
The documentary evidence of early descriptions of the environment surrounding 

O'Donnell and other roast beds indicated that the government, Company and local residents 

were aware heap roasting ore lcilled vegetation. The photographs provided by former 

O'Donnell residents as well as the 1927 aerial photograph show this wmplete lack of 

vegetation surmunding O'Donnell. Scientific documentation addressed the impacts of 

muUng with focus on the sulphur dioxide damage during OPDonnell's operation and in the 

1960's included heavy metai contamination. Former O'Domell residents were happy 

living there and developed strong social bonds that were more important than 

environmental and human health consequences due to the roasting process. The 



combination of these types of evidence is useful in documenting the impact of this roasting 
process and then in tum assessing the speed of ecosystem recovery h m  such a severe 
sms .  The scientinc investigation indicate what polluted conditions were like but cannot 
report on the respome of those who lived h u g h  them. The other types of historical and 
social documentation describe the co~nmunity's response, but contained no evidence of the 
a d  degree and complexity of the pollution to which people were exposed. 
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Appendix A 

An exampIe of the employee card used at the O'Donnell Roast Yard (19161930) 

] THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL CO. OF CANADA, LIMITED 
MlNlNG AND SMELTING DIVISION 

Nationriitr .. 

Occnoruoo , 



- Appendix B 

A photocopy of the Canada Registration Board card 





APPENDIX D 

O'DonneII Roast Bed Scii Water Extracts (1 994) (ug/g): 1 

Mean +/- standard error (n=5! I 

i I 
1 1 

1 1 i I 1 I 

SITE 1 Ni 1 CU I Co i Zn 1 Ca I Mg : Na 
RB7 17-94-3.1 11 1 .%/-3.5 !0.2+/-0.1 )0.3+/-0-1: 1 Si+/-1 3.8 : 14+/-5 ' 1 S+/-3 
RB2 j42.5+/-1.2 ; 50.8+/-1.3 I &O+/-2.6 i4.8+/-1 .O !386+/-26.5 I 1 2&/-26 140+/-1 0 
RB3 126.7+/-6.8 141.9+/-4.0 11 .O+/-0.2 10.9+/-0-1 I 585+/-223.0 i S9+/-18 17+/3 
10m 4 9 +  6 , 4 -  1 -0.1 +/-0.0 10.5+/-0.1 : 15+/-2.8 511-0.8 ci+/*- 1 

Creighton ) 2.4+/-0.4 / S.&/-0.4 10.1 +/-Omo 10-5+/-0.2 i 324-1 12 ! 9+/-1.3 f 1 O+/-3 
H ~ y 1 4 4  11 .8+0.5 ! 2.3+/-0.4 10.7 +/-0.0 i0.7+/-O. 1 ! a+/-1 ,O i 1 3+/-0.8 i 18+/-5 

/Cou* 1 1 -7 +/-0.1 / 3.01/-0.5 10+/-0 i 1 .O+/-0.1 1 46+/-6.0 i 1 1 +/-2.2 : 14+/-3 

R E 3  !.03+/-.O2 i 1 S+i-7 ! 1 .O+/-0.2 (O+/-O j bdl 1 .O?+./--0'1 ' 04-0 
1 Om ! .06+/-.O1 i20+/-2 ! 1.2+/-0.2 IO+/-O ' O+/* 1 O+/* ' O + / U  
30m 1 -3+/--1 1 14+/4 10.24-0.1 1 O+/-0 1 O+/U 1 O+/* : O+/-û 

1 Oûm i 3+/-1 ! 47+/-9 10.6+/-0.2 10.1 +/-0.04 1 -01 +/-.O04 1 OC/* ; O.Os+/-O 
300m ! 5+/-1.6 / 3 6+/-8 j 2.1 +/-0.3 10.1 +/-O.OS 1 -01 +/-.004 O+/-0 1 O.OZ+/-.O03 
lkm i 24-0.7 ! 5 3+/-3 1 2.44-0.6 i O.OS+/-0.02 1 0+/4  i O+/* i 0.04+/-.O 1 
3km / 5+/-2 t 46,'-8 1 2.6+/-0.5 i 0.1 +/U.08 1 .005+/-0 1 O+/* I O.Os+/-.O2 
4km i 6+/4 i 52+/-5 16.3t/-2.6 10.2+/-0.1 ! .O1 +/-O i O+/* 1 o.os+/-.O2 
Crerghton ;4t/-1 t SC)+/-8 12.3+/-0.7 i 0.1 +/-O.OS ! 0+/4  / .O1 +/-.O03 ; O.OS+/-.O1 
Hwyl4S i 2&/-6 I 5 %/-1 / 7.4+/-3.7 IO.4+/-0.1 1 .O1 +/-.O01 I .O1 +/-.O01 i 0.09+/-.O06 
Court ] 1 3+/-2 15 3+/-0.6 14.7 +/-0.6 '0.4+/-0.1 10+/-0 / 0.0 1 +/-.O02 ; 0.2+/--03 



Appendix E 

Creighton Tree rings (ug/g) 1995 rings - Red Oak (each sample = five 

Cu 
1 4  
4 
8 
3 
4 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
6 

7 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 

Ni 
7 
1 
7 

4 

annual 

Zn 
1 2  
3 
4 
5 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 

2 3  
3 
2 
7 

1 4  

1 2  
5 

1 0  
2 
3 
1 
4 

Mn 
92  
7 2  
84 

4 7  

rings) 

Pb 
1 
O 
O 
O 

01 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
1 

1 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 

Ca 
768 
546 
771 
586 
369 

Fe 
9 2  
28  
3 1  

5 8 6 2 1 1  
37 

CR #1 
95-91 
90-86 
85-81 
80-76 
75-71 

1 9  
13 
10 

2.98 
202 
190  
184  

Mg 
122 

9 5  
11 8  

9 6 
8 0  

70 -.6 6 
* 65-61 

60-56 
55-51 

K 
1959 
1512 
1970 

1 1 5 8 0  
1470 

Al 
2 
O 
1 
1 
1 

5 5  
4 8  
39 

3 5.. 

P 
1 0  
4 
O 

3 
29  
5 0  
43 

95-91 

50-46 
45-41 
40-36 

1255 
1074 

926 
866 

3 
1 
1 
2 

4 
5 
5 

, 114 

29 
2 4  
2 2  

3 
4 
4 
1 -- 4 

5 
5 
4 
6 

1 2  

1 8  
7 
4 
4 

5 
3 
3 

9 
8 
7 
5 

2 
1 
1 

25 
23 
2 1  
20  

4 
5 
O 
2 
1 
1 
1 

90-86 I 1 9  
85-81 1 8 
80-76 1 1 1  
75-71 i 1 9  

O 
O 
O 

8251 191 

36-31 
30-26 

CR#2 

70-66 
65-6 1 

808 
772  

1123 
3337 

5 1  
156 

61 
28 

117  
22 

5 1 2 3  

152 
12 

1 
2 
2 
1 
3 

350,  28, 

1 7  
1 7  

229 
233 
252 
483 

bdl 
bdl 1 5  

2700 
982  
640 
699 
777 
739 
772  

197  
158 
177  

13  
103 63  

9 
6 
6 

209 
199  
194  

5 1 3 0  
4  
5 

1 9  
2 4  



Appendix E (con't) 

-- - - - - - - -- - - -- 

Red Oak - Creighton Tree rings (uglg) 2nd core (1995) 
-- 

I 

CR#1 1 Na 
95-91 1 26  

80-76 
75-71 
70-66 

Ca 

90-86 
85-81 

60-56 
55-51 
50-46 
45-41 
40-36 

CR#2 
95-91 
90-86 
85-81 
80-76 
75-71 
70-66 
65-6 1 
60-56 

1 9  
34  
20 
36  

2 

Al 

23 
32  
28 
22  
3 7  

5 6  
6 
5 
1 

1 2  

281 
117  
219 

Mg 
449,  9 5  

221 
598 
292  
774 

120 
69 330 

2 
2 
1 

Mn 

1 

1 
6 
1 
3 

21 
9 

288 
38 
36  
40 

6 
8 

1 1  

3 1  27 

57  
9 4  
73 
81 

20 
20 
2 4  

8 
4 

51 bdl/ 01 

I 

51 51 750 

74  

1 7  
8 
5 
7 
6 

4641 1 !  9 6  

2 
2 
1 

1 4  
1 4  
22 

Zn P 
120 
25 

8 )  61 7791 441 5 

1 8  
46  
43 
5 9  

3 
4 
5 

3 1  1381 
i 

749 
815 

181 
173 
207 

30 

4 3  
1 
2 

- 1  
91 6 

111 4 

9 5  

9 8  
39 
30 

2 
2 
2 

121 
14 
10 
14 
16 

456 
165 
121 
160 
147  

114 
6 
4 

8 6  
1 1 2  

bdlI 975 

K 
2182 
1100 

Cd 

5 
9 
5 
7 

O 

1 2  
3 
1 
2 
2 

2001 
462 
525 

90 

1 

4 

Pb 
bdl 

3 
3 831 

815 

5 
4 

b d l ~  

Fe 
9 8  
4 5  

1 

1 
291 b d l  

01 O ,  
0 1  O 

982 
1268 
1094 
1198 

2 

1 9  
6 
4 

1 
1 

1 

8 

41 bdll O 
32 
4 1  

2 

5 
2 
2 

4 
4 

499 
578 

Ni 
1 2  

6 

5 
4 

5 0  
7 1  
3 5  
5 2  

2 
2 

O 

1 
O 
O 

1 i O 

24 
37 

bdl 

Cu 
3 
1 

O 
O 

6 
1 
O 
O 
O 

O 

O 
bdl 
bdl 
bdi 
bdl 

O .  0- 

5' 
1 0  
4 
4 

. -  

7 
8 
4 
2 

1 
4 
2 
1 

- 

- 0 1  0 
2 
O 
O 

O 
O 
O 



Appendix E (con't) 

Reference Red Oak Tree - Hwy 35 Below Dwigh 
1 

1 Year 1 Na 1 Ma 1 Al 1 P 1 K 

-- -- 

6 1  -57 12 - 6' bdll 7 
56-52 17 13 1 7 
51 -47 3 7  3 4  5 12 
46-42 54 34 6 1 5  
41 -37 1 4  3 0  bdl 9 
36-34 3 9  5 1  21 1 5  

: (concentrations in ua/d 1997 f 

277 12 54 0 -  b d l  4 9  O 
378 19 44 O bdl 45 O 
728 50 42 1 O 46 bdl 
673 5 0  4 4  1 bdl 3 0  bdl 
523 36 35 O O 25 O 

1136 5 6  3 6  1 1 65 O 




